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ABSTRACT
Large-Scale Multi-Resolution Representations for Accurate
Interactive Image and Volume Operations
Ronell B. Sicat
The resolutions of acquired image and volume data are ever increasing. However,
the resolutions of commodity display devices remain limited. This leads to an increasing
gap between data and display resolutions. To bridge this gap, the standard approach
is to employ output-sensitive operations on multi-resolution data representations.
Output-sensitive operations facilitate interactive applications since their required
computations are proportional only to the size of the data that is visible, i.e., the
output, and not the full size of the input. Multi-resolution representations, such
as image mipmaps, and volume octrees, are crucial in providing these operations
direct access to any subset of the data at any resolution corresponding to the output.
Despite its widespread use, this standard approach has some shortcomings in three
important application areas, namely non-linear image operations, multi-resolution
volume rendering, and large-scale image exploration. This dissertation presents new
multi-resolution representations for large-scale images and volumes that address these
shortcomings.
Standard multi-resolution representations require low-pass pre-filtering for antialiasing. However, linear pre-filters do not commute with non-linear operations. This
becomes problematic when applying non-linear operations directly to any coarse resolution levels in standard representations. Particularly, this leads to inaccurate output
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when applying non-linear image operations, e.g., color mapping and detail-aware filters,
to multi-resolution images. Similarly, in multi-resolution volume rendering, this leads
to inconsistency artifacts which manifest as erroneous di↵erences in rendering outputs
across resolution levels. To address these issues, we introduce the sparse pdf maps and
sparse pdf volumes representations for large-scale images and volumes, respectively.
These representations sparsely encode continuous probability density functions (pdfs)
of multi-resolution pixel and voxel footprints in input images and volumes. We show
that the continuous pdfs encoded in the sparse pdf map representation enable accurate
multi-resolution non-linear image operations on gigapixel images. Similarly, we show
that sparse pdf volumes enable more consistent multi-resolution volume rendering
compared to standard approaches, on both artificial and real world large-scale volumes.
The supplementary videos demonstrate our results.
In the standard approach, users heavily rely on panning and zooming interactions
to navigate the data within the limits of their display devices. However, panning across
the whole spatial domain and zooming across all resolution levels of large-scale images
to search for interesting regions is not practical. Assisted exploration techniques
allow users to quickly narrow down millions to billions of possible regions to a more
manageable number for further inspection. However, existing approaches are not fully
user-driven because they typically already prescribe what being of interest means.
To address this, we introduce the patch sets representation for large-scale images.
Patches inside a patch set are grouped and encoded according to similarity via a
permutohedral lattice (p-lattice) in a user-defined feature space. Fast set operations on
p-lattices facilitate patch set queries that enable users to describe what is interesting.
In addition, we introduce an exploration framework—GigaPatchExplorer—for patch
set-based image exploration. We show that patch sets in our framework are useful for
a variety of user-driven exploration tasks in gigapixel images and whole collections
thereof.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Recent advances in data acquisition techniques have led to the increase in resolutions
of acquired image and volume data. But despite this trend, the resolutions of display
devices such as desktop monitors remain limited, leading to an increasing gap between
data and display resolutions [1, 2]. To bridge this gap, the standard approach,
illustrated in Fig. 1.1, is to use panning and zooming interactions together with outputsensitive [3] operations on multi-resolution representations such as image mipmaps [4]
and volume octrees [5]. Panning and zooming interactions facilitate navigation by
controlling display parameters that dictate visible regions and resolutions of the data.
Output-sensitive operations, on the other hand, enable interactive applications by
making the required data access and computations proportional only to the size of
the visible regions, i.e., the output, and not the full size of the input data. Crucially,
standard multi-resolution representations enable this framework by providing direct
access to any subset of the data at any resolution level corresponding to the output.
This standard approach, despite its being widely used, poses several issues in
three important application areas. The remainder of this chapter provides detailed
introductions of these application areas, namely multi-resolution non-linear image
operations (Sec. 1.1), multi-resolution volume rendering (Sec. 1.2), and large-scale
image exploration (Sec. 1.3). For each application area, we describe the issues that we
tackle and provide a summary of our contributions to address them. We then describe
the organizational structure of the remainder of this dissertation (Sec. 1.4).
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original input resolution
(level 0)

current output resolution
(level 3)

display resolution
(visible region)

coarsest available resolution
(level 9)

Figure 1.1: A multi-resolution representation enables direct access to the data at
any resolution level corresponding to the visible region, i.e., the output. Panning and
zooming facilitate data navigation in limited display resolutions, while output-sensitive
or display-aware operations enable interactivity by making computations proportional
only to the size of the data that is visible instead of the size of the whole input.

1.1

Multi-Resolution Non-Linear Image Operations

The recent increase in the resolution of acquired and computed image data has resulted
in a need for novel multi-resolution techniques, e.g., representing, processing, and
rendering gigapixel images [6, 7]. One of the most prevalent types of multi-resolution
image hierarchies are pyramid representations, such as mipmaps [4], or Gaussian
pyramids [8]. Image pyramids store pre-filtered and down-sampled versions of the
original image, where the pre-filtering is crucial for avoiding aliasing. Because standard
pre-filters are linear operators, further linear operators (e.g., further smoothing) can
be applied accurately in any pre-computed pyramid level, as they commute with the
pre-filter. However, this does not apply to non-linear operators, such as color mapping
or edge-preserving filters. In this case, one has to process the original image and
re-compute the pyramid. This is impractical for gigapixel images, especially when
the goal is the interactive display of processed images at a lower output resolution.
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Therefore, in such a scenario all operators are usually applied directly at the output
resolution. Nevertheless, down-sampling the image first using a standard pre-filter,
e.g., bicubic, followed by a non-linear operation, can introduce inaccuracies that may
lead to undesired results and incorrect analysis. This problem is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.
Contribution: Accurate Multi-Resolution Non-Linear Image Operations
This dissertation introduces a new type of multi-resolution image pyramid for
high-resolution images called sparse pdf maps. Each pyramid level consists of a sparse
encoding of continuous probability density functions (pdfs) of pixel neighborhoods

input image
(a) standard
1
pre-filter
2
(b) ground truth

1

2
pre-filter

visible output
regions

Figure 1.2: The standard approach (top) applies non-linear operators, e.g., colormapping, directly to the coarse level of a standard representation, e.g. a mipmap,
while the ground truth approach (bottom) applies operators to the original input first,
and then pre-filters and down-samples the result to the output resolution. The color
map is shown together with the histogram of the image to which it is applied. The
histogram of the coarse image in (a) shows new values introduced by pre-filtering,
i.e., the input image only has 0 and 1 values (see histogram in (b)), but pre-filtering
introduced values (between 0 and 1) that did not originally exist. Applying the
color-map to these new values introduces incorrect colors in the output.
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in the original image. The encoded pdfs enable the accurate computation of nonlinear image operations directly in any pyramid level with proper pre-filtering for
anti-aliasing, without accessing higher or lower resolutions. Treating an image in the
3D joint domain comprising its 2D spatial domain and 1D intensity range, allows us to
exploit coherence in the data for a sparse representation with compact storage. The
sparsity of sparse pdf maps makes them feasible for gigapixel images, while enabling
direct evaluation of a variety of non-linear operators from the same representation. We
illustrate this versatility for anti-aliased color mapping, O(n) local Laplacian filters,
smoothed local histogram filters (e.g., median or mode filters), and bilateral filters.

1.2

Multi-Resolution Volume Rendering

The resolution of volume data has increased significantly over the last decade [9, 10],
due to high-resolution data acquisition modalities such as modern CT scanners [11]
or electron microscopes [12], and large-scale simulations [13]. To bridge the gap
between high volume resolutions and limited display resolutions, standard multiresolution volume rendering uses data structures such as octrees or 3D mipmaps.
These representations store multiple low-pass filtered and successively down-sampled
resolution levels from the input volume. Multi-resolution volume rendering using
these representations considerably helps with avoiding aliasing artifacts due to undersampling, and speeding up the visualization by decreasing the amount of data that
needs to be accessed for rendering.
One often overlooked but important consequence of working with low-pass filtered
data is that the application of non-linear operators, such as a transfer function, is
incompatible and yields visualization results that are inconsistent between resolution
levels. From a user perspective, this has the highly undesirable consequence that
the visual result of an interactive transfer function specification depends on which
resolution level the user was looking at when designing the transfer function. Together
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with the fact that a transfer function for high-resolution volume data can often either
only be designed for a zoomed-out, significantly down-sampled view of the whole
volume, or a zoomed-in, but partial view, this issue is becoming more and more
problematic when working with large-scale volume data. In this dissertation, we refer
to this phenomenon as inconsistency artifacts in multi-resolution volume rendering. In
order to avoid erroneous data analysis based on transfer functions that were specified
for down-sampled data, it is important to avoid or at least reduce these inconsistency
artifacts.
Contribution: Consistent Multi-Resolution Volume Rendering
This dissertation presents a new multi-resolution volume representation called
sparse pdf volumes, which enables consistent multi-resolution volume rendering based
on probability density functions (pdfs) of voxel neighborhoods. These pdfs are defined
in the 4D domain jointly comprising the 3D volume and its 1D intensity range.
Crucially, the computation of sparse pdf volumes exploits data coherence in 4D,
resulting in a sparse representation with surprisingly low storage requirements. At
run time, we dynamically apply transfer functions to the pdfs using simple and fast
convolutions. Whereas standard low-pass filtering and down-sampling incur visible
di↵erences between resolution levels (inconsistency artifacts), the use of pdfs facilitates
consistent results independent of the resolution level used. We describe the efficient
out-of-core computation of large-scale sparse pdf volumes, using a novel iterative
simplification procedure of a mixture of 4D Gaussians. Finally, our data structure is
optimized to facilitate interactive multi-resolution volume rendering on GPUs.

1.3

Gigapixel Image Exploration

In recent years, there has been a lot of work focused on capturing and viewing [6],
annotating [14], enhancing [15], and editing [7, 16] gigapixel images. Despite these
e↵orts, there is still very little work on the assisted exploration of gigapixel images.
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The problem is that there are billions of regions in a gigapixel image with varying
degree of detail and information on di↵erent resolution levels. Because of the huge gap
between image and display resolutions, features are often not visible on the display.
A comprehensive exploration of a large gigapixel image at all resolution levels is
impractical, and therefore it is likely that a user misses the regions of interest. A
possible solution that has been explored [1] is the semi-automatic filtering of the input
image. Salient regions are highlighted and shown to the user. This approach reduces
the number of regions to a manageable size, however it postulates the meaning of
interesting and salient. Regions are progressively filtered by (1) removing low-contrast
regions, (2) keeping only anomalies, and (3) manual deletion. A region is considered
an anomaly (and therefore interesting), if it is unique in feature space. This approach
works well for gigapixel images of landscape scenes where the unique features are
the interesting features. However, we argue that this operator does not generalize
well for guided exploration of gigapixel images, i.e., it is not fully user-driven because
the operator prescribes what is considered interesting. In particular, a user might be
interested in a certain feature that occurs multiple times in one gigapixel image, or
a scene might consist of too many unique features that the proposed anomaly filter
does not help in the guided exploration.
Contribution: Interactive User-Driven Exploration of Gigapixel Images
This dissertation presents the patch sets representation for interactive user-driven
exploration of gigapixel images, collections of gigapixel images, and other large
image collections. Patch sets encode patch-based features of its input images on
a permutohedral lattice (p-lattice). Set operators can then be evaluated efficiently
between p-lattices to facilitate dynamic patch-set queries. Starting from large patch
sets, the interactive definition of queries enables filtering out uninteresting patches until
the initially huge patch set is reduced to a small number of patches that correspond
to user interest. Our exploration framework, GigaPatchExplorer, provides a visual
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interface for patch-set based image exploration. We show that our system is useful
for a variety of exploration tasks in gigapixel images and collections, such as finding
features that are either interesting in general or similar to user-defined features.

1.4

This Dissertation

This dissertation builds upon previous work in di↵erent areas of research. In Chapter
2, we describe the state of the art relevant to our three application areas.
The main contributions of this dissertation are its novel multi-resolution representations for large-scale images and volumes. These new hierarchical representations
enable accurate multi-resolution non-linear operations via their encoded probability
density functions (pdfs) of pixel or voxel neighborhoods in coarse resolution levels,
i.e., they represent a coarse pixel or voxel by the pdf of values in its footprint [17] in
the original image or volume, instead of a single value as in standard representations.
These pdfs and their compact encoding are a result of a new framework of interpreting
and representing images and volumes within the context of their space or spatial
domain, intensity range or pixel/voxel feature, and scale [18]. By interpreting images
and volumes as probabilistic functions in the joint space ⇥ range domain comprising
their spatial domain and range, we are able to come up with our information-rich yet
compact multi-scale representations. We present this underlying framework and its
important themes in Chapter 3.
Then, we go into more detail in Chapter 4 as we discuss our sparse pdf maps
representation of large-scale images for accurate non-linear image operations. Our
extension of this work to large-scale volumes—sparse pdf volumes—for consistent multiresolution volume rendering is then presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 then presents
our patch sets representation for interactive user-driven exploration of gigapixel images.
We end with some concluding remarks in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
This chapter discusses relevant state of the art spanning interrelated topics which
we build upon. First, we discuss standard multi-resolution representations and their
general incompatibility with non-linear operations (Sec. 2.1). Then we describe the
important non-linear operations that our representations enable for images (Sec. 2.2)
and volumes (Sec. 2.3). Finally, we provide background on large-scale visual data
representations and related applications (Sec. 2.4).

2.1

Standard Multi-Resolution Representations

Image mipmaps [4] are pre-computed texture pyramids that enable efficient prefiltering for anti-aliasing in texture mapping [19]. In contrast to using multi-scale
decompositions for image processing, mipmaps focus on using any desired resolution
directly. This is also an important property of sparse pdf maps, but the encoding of
probability distributions enables us to faithfully apply non-linear operators after the
pre-computed pre-filtering.
Image pyramids such as Gaussian and Laplacian pyramids [8] target multi-scale
analysis and filtering. Multi-scale image decompositions can also be computed via
edge-preserving filters, e.g., for shape and detail enhancement [20]. A very powerful
family of multi-scale representations are wavelets [21], which can be adapted to better
observe edges, e.g., edge-avoiding wavelets [22], or à-trous wavelets [23]. Our goal with
sparse pdf maps, however, is the direct evaluation of non-linear operators at any desired
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output resolution, which enables their scalable evaluation for gigapixel images [6],
whose display, filtering, and processing is an active area of current research [6, 7].
Volume octrees. The most common approach for handling large data in volume
visualization is to use multi-resolution techniques [24], usually utilizing hierarchical
data structures such as octrees [25, 26, 5, 27, 28] or 3D mipmaps [29, 12, 30]. These
representations store iteratively pre-filtered and down-sampled versions of the original
volume at discrete resolution levels.
Anti-aliasing and non-linear operations. These standard multi-resolution representations generally store iteratively down-sampled versions of the data, usually going
down in resolution by a factor of 2 along each dimension, in every level. In order to
avoid aliasing, it is crucial to apply an appropriate low-pass filter, i.e., a pre-filter, to
the data before down-sampling [31]. Because standard pre-filters are linear operators,
further linear operators (e.g., further smoothing) can be applied accurately in any
pre-computed resolution level, as they commute with the pre-filter. However, this does
not apply to non-linear operators, such as color mapping or edge-preserving filters for
images, and volume classification in multi-resolution volume rendering [32].
Our main goal is preserving the non-linearity of image and volume operations in
a multi-resolution representation that have been pre-filtered for anti-aliasing. Our
approach is conceptually equivalent to knowing subpixel coverage and weighting
subpixel contributions accordingly [33]. For shadow mapping, this is equivalent to
percentage-closer filtering [34]. We represent the entire range of pixel values, although
we “forget” the exact pixel locations like locally orderless images [35]. In contrast,
many methods represent only Gaussian distributions faithfully [36, 37].
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2.2

Non-Linear Image Operations

Non-linearity of shading. An important non-linear operation in graphics is shading.
Computing pre-filtered normal maps is a hard problem. Approaches in this area that
are similar to ours are fitting the underlying distribution of normals [38], or the
distribution of reflectance (BRDFs) [39]. Both of these approaches use expectation
maximization (EM) for fitting, whereas we obtain a sparse representation via Matching
Pursuit [40]. A major di↵erence of sparse pdf maps is that they exploit coherence
between neighboring pixels in the 3D (space ⇥ range) domain, which leads to very
few coefficients, whereas all previous approaches are fitting the distribution of each
pixel individually.
Local Laplacian filters enable powerful edge-preserving filtering via simple nonlinear operators [41]. Sparse pdf maps allow these filters to be evaluated for gigapixel
images at near-interactive rates, by computing each Laplacian pyramid coefficient
directly. This results in O(n) complexity, instead of the original O(n log(n)). Recent
work by Aubry et al. [42] also presents an O(n) approach, however at the cost of
storing multiple pre-computed pyramids.
Bilateral filtering [43] is a non-linear weighting of the neighborhood N (p)1 of a
pixel p, with intensity Ip , with Gaussians G
Ipbilat. =

1 X
G s (kp
wp
q2N (p)

s

(spatial weight) and G
qk) G r (|Ip

Iq |) Iq ,

r

(range weight):
(2.1)

normalizing with the sum of all weights wp . This equation is non-linear, because
the intensity Iq appears in the argument of G r (·). It can be computed from linear
convolutions by going from the 2D spatial domain to the 3D (space ⇥ range) domain
1

Technically, the sum is over the whole image, but we use a neighborhood N (p) in 2D (N3 (p, Ip )
in 3D) to be closer to the actual implementation.
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(e.g. for a 2D grayscale image), and using homogeneous notation for normalization [44]:
⇥

⇤ X
wp Ipbilat.
, wp =
G(

s, r )

(q, Ib ) I˜ (q, Ib ),

(p, Ip )

(2.2)

(q,Ib )2N3 (p,Ip )

˜ Ib ) = [Iq , 1],
with quantized intensity bins b (1  b  B) with intensities Ib , and I(q,
if Iq maps to bin b, and [0, 0] otherwise. G(

s, r )

= (G

s

⌦ G s ) ⌦ G r , where ⌦ is the

tensor product.
Our sparse pdf representations also operate in the (space ⇥ range) domain. However, they represent a continuous range axis, which we denote as r (instead of Ib ),
whereas a bilateral grid [45] quantizes the range with B bins. In fact, each pyramid
level of an spdf representation can be dynamically sampled into a bilateral grid of any
range quantization. Also, the bilateral grid leverages coarse-resolution computations
for higher performance, whereas we are interested directly in coarser output images,
like display-aware approaches [46]. The relationship between the bilateral grid and
our sparse pdf representations is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
Smoothed local histograms estimate the local distribution of pixel values, which
enables a variety of non-linear filters [47] such as median and mode filters. Channel
smoothing [48] is a similar robust filter. We compute normalized smoothed local
histograms for the initial estimation of sampled pdfs, but our sparse pdf maps
representation then only stores sparse coefficients that represent continuous pdfs. The
smoothed local histogram of a pixel p is defined as:
hp (Ib ) =

X

W (p

q) K (Ib

Iq ),

(2.3)

q2N (p)

where the kernel K sums to one and smooths the histogram, and the kernel W
performs smoothing in the spatial domain [47]. The histogram in Eq. 2.3 is similar to
the weight channel of Eq. 2.2 where G

s

and G

r

roughly correspond to W and K,

respectively. We will exploit that Eq. 2.3 can also be considered in the continuous
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range r, instead of quantized histogram bins b.

2.3

Multi-Resolution Volume Rendering

Multi-resolution volume rendering [24] uses hierarchical data structures such as
octrees [25, 26, 5, 27, 28] or 3D mipmaps [29, 12, 30] to handle large-scale volume
visualization. Furthermore, several methods use multiple levels-of-detail for a single
volume rendering, i.e., they allow for mixed-resolution rendering [49, 5, 50, 28].
However, all of these standard approaches can su↵er from inconsistency artifacts as
described in Sec. 1.2 since volume classification is, in general, a non-linear operation [32].
In mixed-resolution volume rendering, these problems additionally manifest as artifacts
in the transition regions between adjacent regions that are rendered with di↵erent
resolutions. In this dissertation, our main focus is achieving consistent results when
switching between resolution levels. However, our approach would also further reduce
transition artifacts in mixed-resolution rendering.
Distribution-based multi-resolution volume rendering. Younesy et al. [51]
were the first to show that inconsistency artifacts in multi-resolution volume rendering
can be reduced by applying the transfer function to histograms of voxel neighborhoods.
However, storing full histograms, e.g., with 256 bins per voxel, incurs an impractical
storage overhead. Younesy et al. then only stored mean and standard deviation
per voxel, yielding only moderate quality improvements. Histograms can also be
approximated via a Gaussian Mixture Model with N components, storing N means,
standard deviations, and weights per voxel [52]. However, the storage overhead can
still be impractical, and reconstruction during rendering is computationally expensive.
The hixel representation [53] represents the uncertainty in large-scale data sets via
quantized histograms of voxel neighborhoods.
Our approach uses voxel neighborhood distributions for consistent multi-resolution
volume rendering and work in a higher-dimensional domain. Our sparse pdf volume
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representation is able to capture even multi-modal distributions without incurring
impractical memory requirements, and enables fast reconstruction via simple and
fast convolutions. Pre-processing is made scalable via iterative simplification of 4D
Gaussian mixtures.
Volume compression. Our goal of using a sparse representation is not reducing
the size of the volume itself as in compression techniques, but to represent more
information, i.e., probability density functions in a 4D space, albeit in a compact
way. We therefore view 3D volume compression techniques, e.g., based on sparse
coding [54, 55] or tensor approximations [56], as orthogonal techniques with a di↵erent
focus. Another option is compressing floating point values [57]. Compression has
also been applied to pdfs before [58]. However, we view our approach more as a
sparse representation that is optimized for a specific use case than as a rather general
compression technique.

2.4

Large-Scale Visual Data Representations and
Applications

Feature-based image representations. One of the key challenges in visual data
applications is bridging the semantic gap between low-level image representations and
high-level semantic concepts that humans perceive [59]. To this end, a lot of e↵ort is
put into designing feature descriptors, or simply features, that encode visual properties
of images to enable di↵erent applications such as detection [60, 61, 62], tracking [63],
and recognition [64, 65, 66] of scenes and objects, to name a few.
Euclidean features are a particular type of image representations that map images
or patches to points in feature space where dis/similarities can be measured via
Euclidean distances. In our patch sets representation, we focus on using the MPEG-7
color structure descriptor (CSD) [67, 68] and the log-Euclidean region covariance [69],
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though conceptually, any Euclidean feature can be used. The MPEG-7 CSD is a 64
dimensional feature that encodes both color and structural information and has been
used in the field of retrieval [67, 68] and for anomaly or unique feature detection [1].
Similarly, the region covariance feature captures shape and color and has been used
in many patch-based applications including object detection and classification [61],
action recognition [69], image filtering [70], and saliency estimation [71] among others.
However, the region covariance, a symmetric positive-definite matrix, cannot be
directly used in our approach because it is not Euclidean. To handle this, we map
the region covariance into log-Euclidean space [69], and use the upper triangle of the
7 ⇥ 7 symmetric matrix as the 28 dimensional feature. Throughout the text, we refer
to the log-Euclidean region covariance simply as region covariance.

2.4.1

Image collections

The mapping of images to features enables searching and grouping images according
to similarity, leading to retrieval and visualization applications.
Retrieval. One of the most widely used modality for exploring large-scale visual data
is content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [72] where images are mapped to features then
clustered according to similarity, indexed, and queried [72, 73, 74]. Instead of being
limited to exploration based on similarity alone, our work enables more user-driven
exploration via versatile queries based on set operations in multiple feature spaces.
Visualization of image collections [75] enables efficient and intuitive browsing of visual
content by performing hierarchical clustering and display of images according to some
similarity metric. The implicit similarity grouping in our patch sets representation
enables a hierarchical visualization similar to standard techniques, however, providing
more value by enabling queries via set operations that facilitate exploration.
Specialized image collections. Instead of exploring an arbitrary set of images,
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AverageExplorer [76], computes a representative average image of semantically similar
images, based on user specifications. City Forensics [77] predicts city attributes such as
crime statistics, and housing prices using visual elements of a city by detecting visual
elements in city images that are discriminative of the target attribute. In comparison
with these approaches, our framework can handle arbitrary collections of visual data
while also o↵ering exploration modalities that can handle gigapixel images with very
high resolutions.

2.4.2

Patch collections

Other operations on visual data require grouping image patches by similarity, e.g.,
high-dimensional filtering, inpainting, super-resolution, to name a few.
High-dimensional image filtering smooths homogeneous regions of images while
retaining details based on dis/similarity of patches in a Euclidean feature space. The
idea is to map the N pixels of the input image into M sample points (M << N ) in
feature space, do fast Gaussian filtering on the M samples, then gather the filtered
pixel values by interpolation. For this purpose, Chen et. al introduced the bilateral
grid [78], while Adams et. al introduced the Gaussian kd-tree [79] and later used a
permutohedral lattice with a hash table data structure [80]. More recently, adaptive
manifolds [81] were introduced by Gastal and Oliveira. In our work, we adopt the
permutohedral lattice representation for representing patch sets in high-dimensional
feature spaces, due to its several properties that meet our application requirements.
Patch databases [82, 83, 84, 85, 86] enable fast computations of near neighbor fields
(NNF) which map each patch of one image to all its nearest neighbor (in appearance)
patches on another image under a certain distance metric [84]. NNFs can be used for
high-dimensional filtering, inpainting, super-resolution, and other similar applications
that require similarity information of image patches between images. Like these patch
databases, we treat patches as primitives in our patch sets instead of whole images.
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However, unlike them, patch sets are able to interactively handle the addition and
removal of patches without the need to re-compute the whole representation involving
all previously processed data. This is crucial for interactive exploration where patch
sets are constantly modified via queries and user edits in our framework.

2.4.3

Gigapixel images

Assisted exploration of gigapixel images has so far received very little attention
despite recent interest in gigapixel images [6] [14] [15] [7] [16]. The only previous work
by Ip and Varshney [1] semi-automatically filters or reduces the huge number of input
regions in a gigapixel image into a manageable sized subset by removing low contrast
regions, keeping only regions with anomaly, and by allowing manual deletion. Their
anomaly detection finds unique features in the MPEG-7 color structure descriptor
(CSD) space in a randomized kd-tree representation. Once the unique regions are
detected, they visualize the results by showing ellipses covering these regions and
allow a fly-through over them. Our work similarly aims to assist users in narrowing
down the tremendous possible regions of gigapixel images to a few interesting ones for
further inspection. However, instead of limiting the user to rely only on the contrast
and uniqueness criteria, we give the user more flexibility by providing dynamic patch
set queries that help them define what is interesting for their particular exploration
scenario.
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Chapter 3
Probabilistic Representations in
Joint Space ⇥ Range Domains
The key enabler for accurate operations via our new image and volume representations
is the encoded continuous probability density function (pdf) of each coarse pixel
or voxel across resolution levels. Each pdf describes the intensity values in the
corresponding footprint of each coarse pixel or voxel in the original input image or
volume, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. We have found that computing multi-resolution
non-linear operations directly via expectation computations on these pdfs instead of
single values in standard representations lead to more correct results. The concept
of these pdfs and their compact encoding in our representations are founded on
the framework of interpreting images and volumes as probabilistic functions in the
joint space ⇥ range domain comprising their spatial domain and intensity range. In
order to understand this framework, we first start defining images and volumes using
familiar functional representations and their graphs (Sec. 3.2). This then motivates
our introduction of image representations in joint space ⇥ range domains (Sec. 3.3),
which we then interpret in a whole new probabilistic perspective, serving as our basis
for the rest of the discussions. Throughout this chapter, we will be discussing and
comparing expectation computations via di↵erent probability representations since
these are our basis for correct multi-resolution non-linear operations.
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coarse pixel’s
footprint in
original image

encoded pdf of values in
footprint of coarse pixel
Figure 3.1: The pdf of values in each coarse pixel’s footprint in the original
data is compactly encoded in our representations. Applying non-linear operations via
these pdfs instead of single values in standard representations lead to better accuracy.

3.1

Definitions and Notation

We first provide important definitions and notation, borrowing from functional analysis [87], high-dimensional Gaussian filtering [81], as well as probability and statistics [88].
Functions
A function
f : S ⇢ RdS ! R ⇢ RdR , p 7! f (p),

(3.1)

maps every dS -dimensional input p 2 S to a dR -dimensional output f (p) 2 R. We
call S the domain of f while R is its codomain or range. The set of all its input-output
pairs (p, f (p)), sometimes referred to as its graph, is denoted as p 7! f (p). We call
the set of all functions f : S ! R as the function space which we denote by RS .
Discrete Random Variables
When the value of a variable X is the outcome of a statistical experiment, that
variable is a random variable. A discrete random variable X is described by its
probability mass function (pmf) given by
pmf(x) = P (X = x), x 2 S,

(3.2)
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where P is the probability of an outcome, and R is the discrete domain (finite set of
possible values) of the random variable. The mean or expected value of a discrete
random variable, denoted by E[X], is given by
E[X] =

X

x2R

x · pmf(x).

(3.3)

If X and Y are two discrete random variables, the joint probability mass function is
defined by pmfXY (x, y) = P (X = x, Y = y). Both the pmf and joint pmf are greater
or equal to 0, and sum to 1.
Continuous Random Variables
If X is a continuous random variable, its probability density function (pdf) describes
the probability of a range of outcomes, e.g. a  X  b; a  b, using
P (a  X  b) =

Z

b
a

pdf(x)dx, a  b.

(3.4)

A continuous random variable can take on an infinite number of values, thus P (X =
a) = 0 for any specific value a. The expected value of a continuous random variable is
given by
E[X] =

Z

x · pdf(x) dx.

(3.5)

If X and Y are two continuous random variables, we denote the joint pdf as pdfXY .
RR
Then for any two-dimensional set A, P [(X, Y ) 2 A] =
pdfXY (x, y)dx dy. In
particular, if A is the two-dimensional rectangle (x, y) : a  x  b, c  y  d, then
RbRd
P [(X, Y ) 2 A] = P (a  X  b, c  Y  d) = a c pdfXY (x, y)dy dx.
Marginal Probability
Given the joint pmf pmfXY of two discrete random variables X and Y , the marginal
probability mass function of X, denoted by pmfX , describes the probability of X
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averaging over all information on Y . It is given by
pmfX (x) =

X

pmfXY (x, y).

(3.6)

y

When X and Y are continuous random variables with joint pdf pdfXY , the marginal
probability density function of X is given by
pdfX (x) =

Z

pdfXY (x, y) dy.

(3.7)

Conditional Probability
Let X and Y be two continuous random variables with joint pdf pdfXY and marginal
pdf of X pdfX . Then the conditional pdf of Y given that X = x is
pdfY |X (y|x) =

pdfXY (x, y)
.
pdfX (x)

(3.8)

If X and Y are discrete, replacing the pdfs by pmfs in this definition gives the
conditional pmf.

3.2

Standard Representation

We now start formally representing images and volumes as functions. The domain
S of images and volumes is typically discretized for digital processing. Thus, let
{p0 , . . . , pN

1}

be the set of N samples obtained by sampling S using a regular grid.

In this chapter, we refer to each p as a pixel regardless of the dimensionality of dS ,
e.g., p = (x, y) when dS = 2 for images, and p = (x, y, z) when dS = 3 for volumes.
For illustration purposes, we focus our dicsussions in this chapter on 1D gray-scale
images (dS = 1, dR = 1), but we keep in mind that our discussions apply to arbitrary
dimensionalities. For instance, in Chapter 4, we deal with individual channels of
2D color images (dS = 2, dR = 1), in Chapter 5 we work with scalar volume data
(dS = 3, dR = 1), and in Chapter 6, we handle high-dimensional patch-based features
and a 4D domain (dS = 4, dR > 1).

range
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p0 p1 . . .

pN-1

(a)

p0 p1 . . .

space
(b)

pN-1

Figure 3.2: A standard image representation fs (a) directly maps a pixel’s spatial
position p to its intensity value fs (p), i.e., each pixel’s gray-scale color corresponds to
its intensity. Its graph (b) shows that fs is simply a set of points (depicted as orange
dots) whose coordinates are its input-output pairs in the function space RS (depicted
as black 2D region) with space and range dimensions.
A standard image representation, illustrated in Fig.3.2, provides a direct mapping
from a pixel position p to its pixel intensity fs (p). The standard image function (for
1D gray-scale images) is thus given by
fs : S ⇢ R1 ! R ⇢ R1 , p 7! fs (p),

(3.9)

with intensity values typically normalized so that fs (p) 2 [0, 1]. This straightforward
representation directly translates to the typical array data structure used to store
images for efficient processing and display as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 (a).
Plotting the graph of the input-output pairs of fs as in Fig. 3.2 (b), gives us
a di↵erent perspective, allowing us to see that fs is simply a set of points, whose
coordinates are the input-output pairs, in the function space RS with space and range
dimensions. In some applications [81], this graph is also called an image manifold.
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3.3

Representation in Joint Space ⇥ Range Domains

Motivated by the graph of fs (Fig. 3.2), we now introduce a new representation that
uses the combined space and range dimensions of the graph (spatial domain and range
of fs ) as its domain, and encodes the graph’s points (input-output pairs of fs ) in its
range. This new function fj , illustrated in Fig. 3.3 is given by
fj : S ⇥ R ! {0, 1}, (p, r) 7! ˆ(fs (p)

r),

(3.10)

where the Kronecker delta ˆ(i) = 1 if i = 0 and 0 otherwise. Here, S ⇥ R is the
Cartesian product of the spatial domain S and range R of fs that defines the new joint
space ⇥ range domain. In this joint domain the dimension corresponding to the range
of fs is now associated with the variable r. The new range of fj is the set of binary
values {0, 1}. All the non-zero input-output tuples of fj , i.e., (p, r, 1), (p, r) 2 S ⇥ R

range

encode all the input-output pairs of fs . Note that in fj , for any pixel p, only one

space
Figure 3.3: An image representation fj in the joint space ⇥ range domain
encodes fs (orange dots) in its non-zero input-output tuples (white boxes). It can
be interpreted as a collection of histograms where each column is the 1D histogram
of a pixel (Sec. 3.3.1), or as a joint pmf (pmfSR ) of a random variable S of spatial
positions and random variable R of range values (Sec. 3.3.2).
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r out of all r 2 R corresponds to a non-zero tuple (p, r, 1) and the rest are (p, r, 0),
since only one r satisfies r = fs (p) for a given p.
Though simple in formulation, fj has been proven useful in motivating several
applications such as linearizing the bilateral filter [44, 78]. In addition to being a
representative of fs , we provide two interpretations of fj to motivate later discussions.

3.3.1

Histogram interpretation

From Fig. 3.3, we can see that if we take each column of fj , treat each row (discrete
values in R) as a bin, and its binary range as a count, then each column becomes
the 1D histogram of its corresponding pixel. That is, the histogram counts how
many pixels fall into each bin. However, in the case of fj , each pixel’s histogram is
particularly very simple since it encodes information for only one pixel, i.e., there is
a count of 1 in the bin corresponding to the pixel’s value, while the rest of the bins
have count 0. We build on this concept in later discussions.

3.3.2

Probabilistic interpretation

We now describe a probabilistic interpretation of fj , that serves as the basis for the
rest of our discussions. Instead of having known fixed quantities of an image, we now
introduce uncertainty in our representation by treating its pixel positions as a random
variable S, and its pixel values as a random variable R. Then we let fj be the joint
pmf pmfSR of these two discrete random variables S and R, i.e., pmfSR (p, r) gives
us the probability that a pixel p with intensity value r exists in the image. To be a
proper pmf, we normalize fj so its values sum to 1, giving us
pmfSR : S ⇥ R ! R, (p, r) 7!

fj (p, r)
,
N

(3.11)

where N is the number of input pixels. The range of pmfSR now corresponds to joint
probabilities instead of the binary range of fj . From this point on, we use pmfSR
for the normalized fj when we refer to its probabilistic interpretation. Given this
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interpretation, it is important to note that we maintain that all possible p 2 S are
equally probable, which implicitly means the marginal probability pmfS (p) = 1/N for
any p 2 S.
Our probabilistic interpretation conceptually describes a random image generator based on pmfSR informed by the input image. To compute the mean or
expected image of this generator or pmfSR , we treat each output pixel p’s value r
as a discrete random variable Rp and compute its expected value. Note that this is
di↵erent from computing the expected value of pmfSR which gives us a single output
(p, r) pair. Rp , described by its 1D pmf pmfRp or simply pmfp can be extracted from
pmfSR by taking the 1D conditional pmf at S = p
pmfp (r) = pmfR|S (r|S = p) =

pmfSR (p, r)
, r 2 R,
pmfS (p)

(3.12)

where pmfS is the marginal pmf of S. With pmfp (r), we can get the expected value of
the output pixel p, denoted by E[Rp ], using
E[Rp ] =

X
r2R

r · pmfp (r).

We can derive that for any output pixel p, pmfp (r) = ˆ(fs (p)

(3.13)
r) so the pmf is

zero everywhere except at r = fs (p) where it has a peak value of 1. This leads to
E[Rp ] = fs (p), which means the expected image of pmfSR is the input image. In fact,
using our conceptual random image generator would generate the same image every
single time because we currently have the least amount of uncertainty possible due to
our single peaked pmfs.

3.4

Bilateral Grid Representation

Before we move on to our continuous counterpart of the discrete pmfSR , we first
discuss the bilateral grid representation [78], which similarly represents images in the
joint space ⇥ range domain. The bilateral grid, illustrated in Fig. 3.4, is one of the

range

range
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space
(a)

space
(b) wV channel
(c) w channel
bilateral grid representation

Figure 3.4: A bilateral grid representation (right) stores homogeneous quantities
(wV , w) encoding weighted sums of values V and counts or weights w of image pixels
in each of its coarse space ⇥ range bins. Here, we illustrate the input image in the
joint domain fj (a), and the conceptually separated homogeneous coordinates of the
bilateral grid into its wV (b), and w (c) channels.
first representations to leverage the joint space ⇥ range domain of images to improve
image processing applications. Particularly, it enables bilateral filtering [43] via linear
operations in the space ⇥ range domain, making it more efficient compared to using
standard representations, as discussed in Sec. 2.2.
For a 1D gray-scale image, the bilateral grid is a 2D array of scalar or vector values,
where the first dimension x corresponds to 1D positions in the spatial domain, while
the second dimension y corresponds to the image intensity range. The bilateral grid is
regularly sampled in each dimension where its sampling rate ss in space controls the
amount of smoothing, and sr in range controls the degree of edge preservation. For
efficiency, large ss or sr values are used to produce coarse grid resolutions where the
number of grid cells is much smaller than the number of image pixels. For bilateral
filtering, it is important to keep track of the number of pixels (or a weight w) that
correspond to each grid cell, for normalization. Thus, for gray-scale images, the
bilateral grid stores homogeneous quantities such as (wV, w) for pixel values V .
Given an image I normalized to [0, 1], ss and sr , the bilateral grid

is constructed
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as follows [78]:
1. Initialization: For all grid nodes (i, j), (i, j) = (0, 0).
2. Filling: For each pixel at position (x):

([x/ss ], [I(x)/sr ]) += (I(x), 1)

where [·] is the closest-integer operator. Note that accumulating homogeneous coordinates in each grid cell is conceptually equivalent to having two data channels, one for
image intensity and one for number of pixels, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
To apply bilateral filtering [43] to I, the grid is first convolved with a 2D Gaussian.
Then to get the output image, it is sliced by extracting a 1D value map M by
accessing the grid at (x/ss , E(x)/sr ) using bilinear interpolation where E is a reference
image, e.g., the original image. By linearizing the filter and using a coarse grid, the
bilateral grid is able to provide better efficiency compared to using standard image
representations.

3.4.1

Histogram interpretation

Similar to our histogram interpretation of fj (Sec. 3.3.1), we can interpret each column
of the bilateral grid’s weight or w channel (Fig. 3.4(c)) as a 1D histogram corresponding
to each pixel. Increasing ss results in 1D histograms that are wider in space, leading
to fewer coarse output pixels, while increasing sr leads to coarser bins that are wider
in range, leading to fewer bins in range.

3.4.2

Probabilistic interpretation

Our probabilistic interpretation of fj (Sec. 3.3.2) similarly applies to the w channel of
the bilateral grid, i.e., its normalized version corresponds to a joint pmfSR . However,
this particular pmfSR is a coarsened one because the discrete variables S and R are
quantized, thus encoding less information compared to our pmfSR based on fj . This
reduction in information can essentially be translated as an increase in uncertainty
in pmfSR both in space and in range, i.e., instead of knowing pmfSR (p, r) for any
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particular p and r, we now only know a few representative coarse values. This
added uncertainty serves as the trade-o↵ for letting us store w with fewer values for
compactness and efficiency. In contrast with Eq. 3.13, using only the w channel as
our pmfSR for computing an expected image pixel is typically given by
E[Rp ] =

◆
B ✓
X
bmin + bmax
b=0

2

wb
· P (b), P (b) = PB

j=0 wj

,

(3.14)

where each range quantization level b’s expected value is typically based on its central
value

bmin +bmax
2

, where bmin and bmax are the quantization boundaries.

A more accurate result can be achieved using the additional information in the
wV channel of the bilateral grid via
E[Rp ] =

◆
B ✓
X
wb · V
b=0

wb

wb
· P (b), P (b) = PB

j=0 wj

.

(3.15)

The wV channel allows us to use the correct expected value V · P (b) (we intentionally
leave the

wb
wb

factor in Eq. 3.15 to explicitly show where the wV channel values wb · V

are used) of each quantization level b instead of a poorer estimate

bmin +bmax
2

· P (b)

in Eq. 3.14.

3.5

Continuous PDF Representation

Our continuous representation pdfSR , illustrated in Fig. 3.5 (c), is the continuous
counterpart of pmfSR where we now consider two continuous random variables S and
R. We use kernel density estimation [89] to compute pdfSR from fj via
pdfSR : S ⇥ R ! R, (p, r) 7!

N
X1

G

s, r

((p, r)

µi ),

(3.16)

i=0

where each µi := (pi , fs (pi )) corresponds to the non-zero input-output tuples of fj .
G(

s, r )

(·) is a separable 2D kernel in 1D space ⇥ 1D range (for our 1D gray-scale
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kernel density
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range

range

(b)

space

space

(a)

(c) pdfSR

Figure 3.5: Our continuous pdf representation pdfSR (c) comes from kernel
density estimation via the convolution of fj (a) with a Gaussian kernel (b) in the joint
space ⇥ range domain. Unlike previous representations, pdfSR is continuous.
image example):
G(

s, r )

(x) := (G

s

⌦ G r )(x),

(3.17)

via the tensor product ⌦ of 1D Gaussians with spatial standard deviation
range standard deviation

r.

We start with an initial

s

s,

and

so that it corresponds to

one pixel, i.e., there is no spatial overlap between Gaussians 1 , and set a fixed

r

depending on the application.
The range of pdfSR now corresponds to continuous probability densities, and the
joint domain S ⇥ R is now continuous as well. Conceptually, we now have a random
image generator based on pdfSR informed by the input image. Just like our
discrete model, pdfSR allows us to compute the mean or expected output image by
treating the range value r at an output pixel p as a continuous random variable Rp ,
then computing the expected value. Similarly, pdfRp or simply pdfp , can be computed
1

Theoretically, Gaussians have an infinite extent; but in our implementations, we assume they
have negligible values outside [ 1.5 , 1.5 ] (also for efficiency) and use s = 0.3, to avoid overlap.
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E[Rp]

range

range

(a)

fs(p)
S=p
space

probability density
(c) pdfp

(b) pdfSR

Figure 3.6: The expected image (a) from pdfSR (b) is computed from the individually
extracted pdfp of each output pixel p via the conditional probability pdfR|S (r|S = p),
illustrated here as an arrow passing through S = p and pointing to p with value
E[Rp ]. When pdfSR is constructed using a s corresponding to one pixel, any pdfp
will be a unimodal Gaussian distribution (c) centered at fs (p), leading to an expected
image that is the same as the input fs .
from pdfSR by taking the conditional pdf when S = p via
pdfp (r) = pdfR|S (r|S = p) =

pdfSR (p, r)
, r 2 R,
pdfS (p)

(3.18)

where pdfS is the marginal pdf of S. Fig. 3.6 illustrates this conditional probability
computation for each output pixel.
With pdfp (r), we can get the expected value of the output pixel using
E[Rp ] =

Z

r · pdfp (r) dr.

In our current representation, with the choice of

s

(3.19)

corresponding to one pixel, the

expected value image of pdfSR is the input image. However, unlike our previous
model pmfSR , using our random image generator based on pdfSR would generate a
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varying image every time because we have introduced additional uncertainty in the
form of the range component of the Gaussian in Eq. 5.6, specified by
increasing/decreasing

r

r.

That is,

would e↵ectively make the Gaussian pdfp of each output pixel

wider/narrower, thus introducing more/less uncertainty in the representation.
Multi-resolution representation
Another way of introducing uncertainty in pdfSR is by applying a low-pass filter
along its spatial domain resulting in a coarse version of it. This process is our basis
for computing a multi-resolution representation based on pdfSR .
In our initial pdfSR , where

s

corresponds to a single pixel, we can show that

E[Rp ] = fs (p), p 2 S. This is because any pdfp in the initial pdfSR is described by
only one Gaussian (unimodal pdf) whose expected value is the central value fs (p), as
illustrated in Fig. 3.6. We can therefore say that the uncertainty we’ve introduced in
the model so far is minimal because there is still a way for us to get back the input
image from this probabilistic representation.
We now go one step further and introduce more uncertainty to pdfSR , not by
increasing

r,

but by introducing coarseness in the spatial domain. We do this by

applying a low-pass filter to pdfSR then down-sampling along the spatial domain,
similar to how coarse levels are computed in standard multi-resolution representations.
However, low-pass filtering and down-sampling in our representation can be interpreted
in two ways. First, in the signal processing perspective, the low-pass filter serves as the
pre-filter required for anti-aliasing before sub-sampling as in Gaussian pyramids [90].
Since we will use a smaller number of coarse pixels (usually going down by a factor
of 2 along each spatial dimension) to represent the data, we need to equivalently
reduce the frequency content of the data via the pre-filter to avoid aliasing. Second, in
our probabilistic perspective, the low-pass spatial filter corresponds to the increasing
uncertainty about the exact intensity value of a coarse pixel brought about by its
increasing footprint in the original image (Fig. 3.1), i.e., the extent of the filter
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corresponds to the size of the footprint. In fact, we can show that a coarse pdfSR can
be computed from Eq. 3.16 with a proper

s

corresponding to this footprint.

Since pdfp of a coarse pixel describes the increasing number of possible values
in its footprint, there is potentially more uncertainty because more possibilities get
introduced, e.g., pdfp can become multi-modal (Fig. 3.7(d)). Coarse versions of pdfSR
therefore would not allow us to always get back the input image anymore, but we
can still compute an expected image as described earlier (Eq. 3.19), illustrated in
Fig. 3.7. In standard representations, instead of encoding pdfp the coarse pixel is
simply represented by the weighted sum of values in the footprint, e.g., the mean.
In later chapters, we show that instead of applying non-linear operations to a coarse
pixel directly via its single value in standard representations, we can get more accurate
results by applying the non-linear operations via expectation computations using pdfp ,
encoded in multi-resolution pdfSR . Towards the end of this chapter, we discuss our
compact encoding of pdfSR in our representations, which is another key concept in our

space
(a) pdfSR

range

spatial
low-pass
filter

range

range

(b)

p
space
(c) coarse pdfSR

probability density
(d) pdfp

Figure 3.7: A coarse pdf representation (c) is computed by applying a spatial
low-pass filter (b) to our initial pdf representation (a). In our probabilistic framework,
the size of this filter corresponds to a coarse pixel’s footprint in the original image.
An increasing footprint leads to more uncertainty in our representation, e.g., resulting
in the multi-modal Gaussian pdfp of a coarse pixel p, shown in (d). The expected
image (top of (c)) of a coarse pdfSR is computed at fewer output pixels.
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work. But first, we take a step back and look at how our continuous pdf representation
compares and relates to histograms and the bilateral grid representation.

3.6

Comparison of Expected Value Computations

Expectation computation via encoded pdfs in our representations is an important
component of our framework, ultimately leading to accurate multi-resolution non-linear
operations. In this section, we compare the encoded information in continuous pdfs
and bilateral grid representations by comparing their expected value expressions for
an output pixel. Note that though the bilateral grid was not intended to encode
probabilistic information for the purposes of expectation computation, we still provide
the comparison below for the sake of completeness. Below, we provide previously
discussed expressions for the expected value of a pixel from baseline representations of
pdf (Eq. 3.20) and pmf (Eq. 3.21), followed by expressions from coarse representations
with B range quantizations namely the w channel of the bilateral grid which we simply
refer to as a histogram (Eq. 3.22), and the full bilateral grid (Eq. 3.23). We also provide
the expression for constructing a bilateral grid of any resolution or quantization using
a pdf (Eq. 3.24).
E[Rp ]pdf =
E[Rp ]pmf =

Z

r · pdfp (r) dr

(3.20)

r · pmfp (r)

(3.21)

X
r2R

E[Rp ]hist =
E[Rp ]bg =
E[Rp ]bgpdf =

◆
B ✓
X
bmin + bmax
b=0
B ✓
X

2

wb · V
wb

b=0
B Z bmax
X
b=0

◆

wb
· P (b), P (b) = PB

j=0

wb
· P (b), P (b) = PB

r · pdfp (r) dr

j=0

wj

wj

(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)

bmin

With increasingly large bins b, using the w channel alone of the bilateral grid for the
expected output pixel computation (Eq. 3.22) leads to the least accurate result due to
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its rough approximation of a bin’s expected value with

bmin +bmax
2

· P (b), but using

information from its second channel wV allows for a better approximation (Eq. 3.23)
with V · P (b), at the expense of bigger storage requirements. The continuous pdf
representation is the most advantageous in terms of information content since it can
reconstruct any of these representations at any resolution using Eq. 3.24. Note that
from a computed bilateral grid, any new bilateral grid with a finer resolution cannot
be recomputed. Moreover, our representation only uses one channel but is able to
encode more information than the two-channeled bilateral grid.

3.7

Sparse PDF Representation

As we discussed earlier, a coarse pdfSR can be computed using Eq. 3.16 with a proper
s.

However, using this formulation is not practical because the required computations

for coarse outputs will always be proportional to the size of the input due to its
dependence on fj , i.e., the input image. Similarly, it is not advisable to naively sample
and store pdfSR due to impractical storage requirements. Clearly, there is a need for an

Matching
Pursuit

space
(a)

range

range

Gaussian
dictionary atoms

space
(b)

g (b) approximates a coarse pdf (a)
Figure 3.8: A sparse pdf representation pdf
SR
SR
via a linear combination of a few atoms from a Gaussian dictionary in the joint space
⇥ range domain. We use Matching Pursuit [40] to efficiently compute the best set of
atoms with their corresponding coefficients. We encode these atoms in our compact
and efficient data representations for enabling accurate non-linear operations.
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alternative way to represent pdfSR that does not depend on encoding and processing
fj at run-time, or storing pdfSR naively. To address this need, we take inspiration from
sparse and redundant signal representations [91], which exploit structure in complex
signals to compactly represent them with only few elements or atoms of a well designed
dictionary. The natural spatial coherence in images and volumes that translates to
coherence in our functions in the joint space ⇥ range domain, together with our use
of Gaussian kernels for density estimation and low-pass filtering, motivates our use
of a Gaussian dictionary to sparsely represent any coarse pdfSR . Our dictionary is
composed of Gaussian atoms in the joint space ⇥ range domain, that can be centered
at any continuous position µi := (pi , ri ), and weighted individually by weight ci . Our
f , illustrated in Fig. 3.8(b), therefore compactly represents
sparse representation pdf
SR
pdfSR via k individually weighted Gaussian atoms from the dictionary, with weights ci
and centered at µi :
f (p, r) : S ⇥ R ! R, (p, r) 7!
pdf
SR

k 1
X
i=0

ci · G

s, r

((p, r)

µi ).

(3.25)

f , we project pdf to the
In order to compute the best function approximation pdf
SR
SR

function space spanned by our Gaussian dictionary. We do this projection using
Matching Pursuit [40] for efficiency, though other approaches can be used. Our sparse
f SR allows compact storage since it only requires encoding a few k
representation pdf

coefficients, where k / Nl , and Nl is the number of output pixels in coarse level l.
Similarly, it enables efficient computations proportional to k and not the whole input.
In the next chapters, we describe in detail our novel representations that compactly
f for large-scale images and volumes, enabling
encode multi-resolution versions of pdf
SR

accurate non-linear image operations (Chapters 4), consistent multi-resolution volume

rendering (Chapter 5), and user-driven exploration of large-scale images (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 4
Sparse PDF Maps for Accurate
Non-Linear Multi-Resolution
Image Operations
This chapter is based on the paper Sparse PDF Maps for Non-Linear Multi-Resolution
Image Operations [16].
As discussed in Sec. 1.1, applying non-linear multi-resolution image operations,
such as color mapping and detail-aware filters, using standard representations leads to
inaccurate results. This problem arises from the fact that non-linear operations do not
commute with linear pre-filters required for anti-aliasing in standard representations.
In this chapter, we introduce sparse pdf maps, which are probabilistic image
pyramids that sparsely encode probability density functions (pdfs) of local pixel
neighborhoods. Our main goals are (1) the accurate evaluation of non-linear operators
at any output resolution, and (2) scalability to gigapixel images. The sparse pdf maps
representation is computed in a pre-computation stage. However, at run time di↵erent
operators with arbitrary parameter settings can be evaluated interactively. Sparse pdf
maps enable the accurate evaluation of non-linear operators directly at any resolution
without accessing higher or lower resolutions. This property makes our approach
fully scalable to gigapixel images. Efficient out-of-core processing and rendering are
greatly facilitated by only having to load the visible image tiles of the desired output
resolution. In this context, a drawback of other multi-scale representations such as
wavelets, e.g., [22], is that they always require accessing multiple scales.
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Figure 4.1: Non-linear operator evaluation from pdfs encoded as sparse pdf
map coefficients. The original signal (a) is represented in coarser pyramid levels by
coefficients in the (space ⇥ range) domain (b). A non-linear operator, e.g., bilateral
filter, is evaluated via (c) spatial convolution of coefficients, and (d) computing the
expectation of each pixel (blue) as the sum of look-ups in pre-computed 1D functions.
Each pyramid level of a sparse pdf map comprises a set of coefficients that sparsely
represent the 2D image domain combined with its 1D range (i.e., intensities). Such
a combined 3D domain was previously exploited for fast bilateral filtering [44, 45].
Non-linear operators in the 2D image domain can then be evaluated from linear
convolutions in the 3D sparse pdf map domain. We compute the sparse pdf map
coefficients via Matching Pursuit [40], which is common in sparse signal representation.
In fact, our representation is so sparse that we usually require no more coefficients
than image pixels. Despite this compactness, our representation implicitly represents
the entire continuous 1D pdf associated with each image pixel. See Fig. 4.1 for an
overview.
We present a general method that uses the sparse pdf map coefficients for the
efficient and accurate evaluation of a variety of non-linear operators in the combined
(space ⇥ range) domain, with the range being continuous (Fig. 4.1). We introduce the
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sparse pdf map data structure, which compactly stores the coefficients in a manner
similar to standard image pyramids. This facilitates efficient parallel implementation
on GPUs. We demonstrate the versatility of sparse pdf maps for color mapping, edgeaware processing with local Laplacian filters [41], smoothed local histogram filters [47],
and bilateral filters [45]. Our method unifies all of these operations, enabling their
computation with arbitrary parameters from the same pre-computed data structure.
Main contribution. Our work is the first to consistently and compactly store a precomputed representation of the continuous 1D probability distribution describing the
neighborhood of each image pixel in each level of an image pyramid, while providing
efficient and easy means for directly using this pdf representation for accurate nonlinear operator evaluation anywhere in this multi-resolution hierarchy.

4.1

Method Overview

Basic intuition. Our goal is to apply non-linear image operators at coarse image
levels without sacrificing accuracy. Similarly to the linearity of Eq. 2.2 vs. the nonlinearity of Eq. 2.1, this is possible by pre-filtering and down-sampling the 3D (space ⇥
range) domain of an image, instead of its 2D spatial domain. We therefore substitute
each pixel p by a 1D function pdfp (r) that describes the entire range r.
Basic setup. We consider a given pixel p with neighborhood N (p). We take a
probabilistic viewpoint, and consider the pixel value at p to be a continuous random
variable Xp . We describe the distribution of Xp by its probability density function
pdfp (r), informed by the pixel values in the neighborhood N (p). We then have two
basic goals: First, we want to come up with a compact representation for the pdfp (r)
of every p that, despite its compactness, allows for easy access. Second, given this
representation, we want to use it directly for the evaluation of a variety of non-linear
image operations.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the sparse pdf map pipeline. The input image is lifted
from the 2D spatial domain into the 3D (space ⇥ range) domain. We then apply range
smoothing via the filter K. Next, we compute an intermediate dense pdf map Hj , by
iteratively applying the spatial pre-filter W and down-sampling. The dense pdf map is
then transformed into a sparse pdf map using Matching Pursuit. Each sparse pdf map
level comprises sparse pdf map coefficients stored as a pair of index and coefficient
images. At run time, non-linear operators are evaluated using these coefficients.
Non-linear image operations. Given pdfp (r), we will show that we can compute
the result of many non-linear operations as the expectation of a suitably chosen
function tp applied to the random variable Xp , using an appropriate normalization
factor wp :
1
E [tp (Xp )] =
wp

Z

1

tp (r)pdfp (r) dr.
0

(4.1)
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With tp (r) = r and wp = 1, Eq. 4.1 simply computes E [Xp ], the expected value of the
random variable Xp . In order to gain intuition, we consider evaluating a bilateral filter.
We can estimate pdfp (r) as the normalized smoothed local histogram hp (r) (Eq. 2.3),
with the spatial filter W = (G s ⌦ G s ) (see Eq. 2.1), and K as the Dirac-delta

0 (r).

We can then evaluate a bilateral filter using Eq. 4.1 with:
tp (r) = r · G r (|Ip
using the range weight G

r

r|) , and wp =

Z

1
0

tp (r)
pdfp (r) dr,
r

(4.2)

from Eq. 2.1. In this way, the spatial smoothing via G

s

is contained in pdfp (r), while the range weighting of the bilateral filter is contained in
the particular choice of tp (r).
Smoothed histogram volumes. In order to prepare for carrying out operations in
3D instead of in 2D, we define a smoothed histogram volume H(p, r) as:
1
H(p, r) =
hp (r), with wp =
wp

Z

1

hp (r) dr,

(4.3)

0

with hp (r) defined by Eq. 2.3, in the continuous range r, and wp used to guarantee
proper normalization.
˜ Ib ) in Eq. 2.2,
Sparse pdf map coefficient volumes. In analogy to the volume I(p,
we define a sparse volume V (p, r) that is non-zero only at specific positions (pn , rn ), i.e.,
V (pn , rn ) = cn with cn 6= 0. We then represent V solely by the set of tuples (pn , rn , cn ),
which we call sparse pdf map coefficients (see Fig. 4.1). We compute a V (p, r) that is
as sparse as possible, while approximating H(p, r) well via:
H (p, r) ⇡

X

(W ⌦ K) (p, r)

(q n , rn ) V (q n , rn )

(q n ,rn ,cn )
q n 2N (p)

= V ⇤ (W ⌦ K),

(4.4)

where ⇤ denotes a convolution, and (W ⌦ K) is a 3D kernel.
A crucial property of our approach is that coefficients influence a neighborhood of
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pixels N (p) as determined by the spatial kernel W, instead of individual pixels. This
reduces the number of required coefficients by exploiting coherence in the (space ⇥
range) domain. Sec. 4.3 describes how we compute V (p, r). For now, we assume that
we know the set of sparse pdf map coefficients (pn , rn , cn ).
Non-linear operations with sparse pdf map coefficients. Instead of computing
the pdfp (r) = H(p, r) explicitly from V (p, r), we plug the convolution from Eq. 4.4
directly into Eq. 4.1. Also exploiting the separability of (W ⌦ K) then allows us to
rewrite Eq. 4.1 as:
1
E [tp (Xp )] =
wp

Z

1
0

t̃p (r) (V ⇤ W ) dr, with t̃p = tp ⇤ K.

(4.5)

This formulation has moved the range convolution with K into the new function t̃p .
Since V (p, r) only consists of sparse coefficients (pn , rn , cn ), Eq. 4.5 can be computed
exactly as the sum:
E [tp (Xp )] =

1 X
t̃p (rn )W (p
wp

q n ) V (q n , rn ).

(4.6)

(q n ,rn ,cn )
q n 2N (p)

In order to evaluate a non-linear operator, we therefore first define a suitable function tp
and convolve it with the range smoothing kernel K to obtain t̃p . Then, we evaluate
Eq. 4.6, which is a simple sum over all sparse pdf map coefficients, multiplying each
coefficient with the spatial smoothing weight W, times the look-up result from t̃p .
Image pyramids store a pre-computed hierarchy of images smoothed and downsampled in the spatial domain. sparse pdf maps are similar pyramids, but additionally
smooth and represent the range r of the image. For each pixel p, the function pdfp (r)
represents the pixel values in the neighborhood of p corresponding to its footprint [17]
in the original image (Fig. 4.3).
Sparse pdf maps pipeline overview. Our pipeline for computing and using sparse
pdf maps is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The smoothing in the range and in the spatial
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domain, respectively, are computed in two di↵erent stages. The initial step computes
a smoothed histogram for each pixel in the original image, with a spatial neighborhood
of 1 ⇥ 1 pixel and without spatial smoothing. The required quantization rate is
determined by the amount of range smoothing applied.
In the next step, an intermediate dense pdf map is computed by iteratively applying
a spatial pre-filter and down-sampling (Sec. 4.2). The pre-filter size is determined to
match the desired footprint of each pixel (Fig. 4.3). These two steps together result
in smoothed histograms that estimate the pdfp (r) that we require. The dense pdf
map is then converted into a sparse pdf map level by level, by iteratively computing
sparse pdf map coefficients (pn , rn , cn ) (Sec. 4.3). After the sparse pdf map has been
computed, the dense pdf map is discarded.

4.2

Dense PDF Maps

We call a pyramid of smoothed histogram volumes Hj (p, r), consisting of pyramid
levels j, a dense pdf map. As in most image pyramids, from level j to j + 1 we decrease
the spatial resolution by a factor of two in each spatial axis. However, the range axis r
is always sampled with B samples, such that every Hj comprises B image layers. Each
layer b corresponds to histogram bin b for all pixels in level j. The choice of B does

convolution

histogram smoothing estimated pdf

sparse pdf
approximation

Figure 4.3: Pixel neighborhoods in sparse pdf and dense pdf maps. The pdf
of each pixel represents its neighborhood (footprint) in the original image. Continuous
pdfs are initially estimated as discrete smoothed local histograms, but then represented
by sparse pdf map coefficients in the combined (space ⇥ range) domain.
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not have to correspond to the quantization of the intensity axis of the original image.
Since we perform range smoothing, a sampling rate that guarantees proper signal
representation can be chosen depending on K (Eq. 2.3).
The dense pdf map is the first step to building a sparse pdf map. It is a dense
representation of the normalized local histograms. Later, we compute a sparse
approximation of it, which is the sparse pdf map that we actually use at run time.
We note that each Hj is similar to the homogeneous channel of a bilateral grid [45].

4.2.1

Pixel neighborhoods in dense pdf maps

The spatial filter W in a regular smoothed local histogram (Eq. 2.3) corresponds
to the desired spatial neighborhood size and smoothing, as discussed by Kass and
Solomon [47]. However, for computing a dense pdf map, we define W to act as the
spatial pre-filter for coarser pyramid levels. Thus, W defines the neighborhood of each
pixel p as the footprint of p in the original image. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. In
principle, any spatial pre-filter W can be chosen for dense pdf map computation. Due
to their straightforward iterative evaluation, we use the 5 ⇥ 5 Gaussian-like filter of
Burt and Adelson [8], or the 2 ⇥ 2 box filter commonly used in mipmapping [4].

4.2.2

Iterative dense pdf map computation

In principle, every pyramid level j of a dense pdf map can be computed directly from
the original image. However, it is more efficient to compute the pyramid iteratively,
i.e., computing each level j with j > 0 from (j

1), where j = 0 corresponds to the

original image resolution. This is analogous to the iterative computation of mipmaps
and Gaussian pyramids. However, instead of smoothing and down-sampling a regular
image in each level j, the computation of a dense pdf map requires doing this for each
image layer b.
Separable smoothing in space and range. Instead of computing the spatial
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smoothing (W ) and the range smoothing (K) together as in Eq. 2.3, we perform these
two steps separately, using the approach depicted in Fig. 4.2 1 and 2. We first compute
the smoothed histogram volume for level j = 0, i.e., H0 (p, r), using Eq. 2.3 for each
pixel p. However, we do not perform spatial smoothing in this step, i.e., we set W to
a 1 ⇥ 1 box filter. We perform range smoothing using a Gaussian kernel, i.e., K = G r .
In the next step, we compute all down-sampled levels j with j > 0 iteratively. Each
Hj (p, r) is computed from Hj 1 (p, r), by applying the spatial smoothing kernel W
to each of the B image layers, followed by down-sampling by a factor of two in each
spatial axis.
˜ r) with I(p,
˜ r) = 1 when
Formally, we lift the input image I(p) into a volume I(p,
r = Ip , and zero otherwise, and compute Hj as:
H0 = I˜ ⇤ K,
Hj = 2# Hj

(4.7)
1

⇤W

for all j > 0,

(4.8)

where 2# performs spatial down-sampling by a factor of two.

4.3

Sparse PDF Maps Representation

Storing gigapixel images as dense pdf maps is not feasible, because each Hj consists
of B image layers. Therefore, our goal is to compute a sparse pdf map from the dense
pdf map, and discard the dense pdf map afterward. The sparse pdf map also consists
of pyramid levels j, comprising the sparse volumes Vj (p, r).
Sparse pdf map pyramid levels and coefficients. In contrast to a dense pdf
map, each pyramid level of a sparse pdf map solely consists of the sparse set of sparse
pdf map coefficients (pn , rn , cn ) introduced in Sec. 4.1. The set of coefficients of level j
can be used directly with Eq. 4.6 in order to evaluate non-linear image operations in
level j without accessing other pyramid levels. We compute each level j of the desired
sparse pdf map directly from its corresponding level j in the input dense pdf map.
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Each level is completely independent of all other pyramid levels, which facilitates
out-of-core approaches.
Sparse pdf map computation. For each pyramid level j, our goal is to compute the
sparse volume Vj (p, r) represented by the smallest set of sparse pdf map coefficients
(pn , rn , cn ) that well approximate a pre-scribed dense pdf map level Hj (p, r) in the L2
sense, when Hj is computed using Eq. 4.4. We thus quantify similarity using the L2
distance between each dense pdf map level Hj , and its approximation based on the
corresponding coefficients (pn , rn , cn ):
E(Vj ) = kHj

Vj ⇤ (Wj ⌦ K)k,

(4.9)

where (Wj ⌦ K) acts like (W ⌦ K) in Eq. 4.4. However, in this context we will call
the spatial kernel Wj the reconstruction filter. (Wj ⌦ K) is the basis function used
for fitting, which is then used later for image reconstruction. Note that Wj does not
have to match the pre-filter W used in the dense pdf map computation (Eq. 4.8). In
principle, Wj can also be chosen independently for each sparse pdf map level j, but
we currently use the same Gaussian kernel for all levels.

4.3.1

Computation of sparse pdf map coefficients

In order to compute the sparse volume Vj (p, r) of each sparse pdf map level j, we
use the Matching Pursuit algorithm of Mallat and Zhang [40]. Matching Pursuit is
a greedy iterative algorithm that, in our framework (Algorithm 1), finds a position
(pn , rn ) at each step of the iteration, such that the inner product of the basis function
(Wj ⌦ K) centered at (pn , rn ) with Hj is maximized:
(pn , rn ) = argmax hHj (s, r), (Wj ⌦ K) ((s, r)

(q, i))i.

(4.10)

(q,i)2D(Hj )

Finding each (pn , rn ) requires an exhaustive search over all possible (q, i) in the
domain of Hj (p, r). The corresponding cn is then computed as given in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Data fitting via Matching Pursuit
Input: dense histogram volume Hj
Output: sparse volume Vj given by a list of triplets (pn , rn , cn )
1: E = kHj k;
2: n = 0; chunk = 1;
3: while E > " and chunk  max chunks do
4:
Vj
;
5:
while n < chunk · mj do
6:
find (pn , rn ) that maximizes the inner product of Eq. 4.10
cn = hHj (s, r), (Wj ⌦ K) ((s, r) (pn , rn ))i
7:
Hj
Hj cn (Wj ⌦ K) (pn , rn );
8:
E
kHj k;
9:
Vj
Vj [ (pn , rn , cn )
10:
n
n + 1;
11:
end while
12:
Vj (chunk)
Vj ; chunk
chunk + 1;
13: end while
In practice, we only try a discrete set of range positions i for each q, and sample the
L2 errors at even fewer range positions r. Denoting the input quantization by B (e.g.,
B = 256 for 8-bit images), our implementation considers B di↵erent i, and computes
the L2 errors at B/16 di↵erent r.

4.3.2

Sparse pdf maps data structure

In order to store the Vj (p, r) efficiently and facilitate GPU implementation, we define
the data structure illustrated in Fig. 4.4b, mimicking the basic geometry of a standard
image pyramid (Fig. 4.4a). In contrast to standard image pyramids, each level j of a
sparse pdf map consists of one or multiple coefficient chunks, each of which is stored
as a pair of images: an index image, and a coefficient image. Fig. 4.4b depicts a single
coefficient chunk, i.e., one such image pair per level.
Coefficient chunks. We define the concept of a coefficient chunk in order to be able
to store all data comprising a sparse pdf map in images and facilitate parallel image
reconstruction on GPUs. Each coefficient chunk is simply a sequence of mj coefficients
(pn , rn , cn ), where mj is the number of image pixels in level j. Therefore, instead
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a

b

c

Figure 4.4: Sparse pdf maps vs. standard image pyramids. A standard image
pyramid (a) consists of a single image per resolution level. Each level of a sparse pdf
map (b) comprises pairs of index and coefficient images that compactly store the
sparse pdf map coefficients describing the (space ⇥ range) domain (c).
of computing a single sequence of coefficients, Algorithm 1 computes coefficients in
multiples of coefficient chunks. When only a single chunk is computed, this implies
that there is exactly one coefficient per image pixel on average. That is, some pixels
might not have any coefficients, whereas other pixels might have multiple coefficients,
but the total number of coefficients equals the total number of pixels. When two
coefficient chunks are computed instead, there will be two coefficients per pixel on
average, and so on.
In principle, coefficients could be represented as a stream of coefficients, but our
choice of grouping coefficients into chunks enables storing all coefficients in images.
This guarantees a constant memory overhead per pixel and facilitates using 2D textures
on GPUs.
Index and coefficient images. The sequence of coefficients computed by Algorithm 1 is sorted in order of descending inner product. However, this order does
not facilitate efficient parallel reconstruction. In each chunk, we therefore reorder
the coefficients by gathering all coefficients of each pixel p into consecutive memory
locations. We then tightly pack (in scanline order) all coefficients of all pixels into
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the coefficient image C(·) of this chunk. In order to remember where the coefficients
of each pixel p are stored, we also construct an index image X(p) that stores a pair
of values (index, count)p for each p: the position of the first coefficient of p in the
coefficient image: indexp , and the number of coefficients of p: countp . Each entry in
C(·) then simply consists of the pair (rn , cn ), because pn from the tuple (pn , rn , cn ) is
implicit in X(p).
The coefficients (rn , cn ) of pixel p are therefore enumerated as follows: C (X(p).index)
.. C (X(p).index + X(p).count

4.4

1).

Image Reconstruction

Given the set of sparse pdf map coefficients (pn , rn , cn ), which comprise the sparse
volume Vj (p, r), we can reconstruct the output image corresponding to various nonlinear operations using Eq. 4.6. The non-linear operator is determined by the choice
of function tp (r) and the normalization wp . However, exploiting the properties of
di↵erent classes of operators, and the corresponding definitions of tp (r), enables
di↵erent strategies and conceptual optimizations.

4.4.1

Global functions

The simplest non-linear operator applies the same function t to every pixel p, i.e.,
tp (r) = t(r) for all p. A global t is sufficient to apply arbitrary global re-mapping
functions, e.g., color maps. In this case, the spatial convolution in Eq. 4.6 does not
need to be computed for every coefficient individually. We can rewrite Eq. 4.6 as:
E [t(Xp )] =

1 X
Wj (p
wp
q2N (p)

q)

X

t̃(rn )V (q n , rn ).

(4.11)

(q n ,rn ,cn )
q=q n

Remember that V (q n , rn ) = cn . Since t is the same everywhere, the second sum
can be computed once per pixel p, and then used in all spatial convolutions. This
enables evaluating Eq. 4.11 as follows (setting wp = 1). We first compute two images
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T (p) and N (p) as:
T (p) =

X

t̃(rn )cn , and N (p) =

(pn ,rn ,cn )
p=pn

where K̄(r) =

R1
0

K(x

X

K̄(rn )cn ,

(4.12)

(pn ,rn ,cn )
p=pn

r) dx is the integral of K centered at r and clamped to

the range [0, 1]. We compute N (p) in order to enable proper normalization, since
the fitting operation of Algorithm 1 does not guarantee pdfs that sum exactly to
one. Then, both images are individually convolved with Wj , and the output image is
obtained by dividing each pixel in T by the corresponding weight in N :
E [t(Xp )] =

T ⇤ Wj (p)
.
N ⇤ Wj (p)

(4.13)

Color mapping. We can compute the result of anti-aliased color mapping by
simply using the color map as t(r) (handling each channel individually). Both
t̃(r) = t(r) ⇤ K and K̄(r) can be pre-computed, because they are the same for all
pixels. Computationally, we only have to perform a look-up in t̃(r) and K̄(r) per
coefficient, sum the weighted look-ups for each pixel, perform a 2D convolution for T
and N each, followed by one division per pixel. Despite its simplicity, this approach
accurately evaluates Eq. 4.5 for any global t.

4.4.2

Local functions

If the function tp (r) is di↵erent for every pixel p, the simplification of Eq. 4.6 described
in the previous section cannot be used directly, because the spatial convolution must
not mix di↵erent tp .
Local Laplacian filters can be computed via Eq. 4.6 by defining the function tp (r)
to be the re-mapping function for each pixel p (Paris et al. [41], Sec. 5.2, Fig. 6).
These functions perform local contrast adjustment around each pixel p, depending on
its intensity Ip , which we compute as E[Xp ] (Sec. 4.1). Apart from the inaccuracies
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caused by Algorithm 1, no normalization is necessary, i.e., conceptually wp = 1
(Eq. 4.5). However, in practice a normalization factor wp 6= 1 must be computed and
divided by, with K̄(r) as defined above:
wp =

X

K̄(rn )Wj (p

q n ) cn .

(4.14)

(q n ,rn ,cn )
q n 2N (p)

We note that the computation of each Laplacian coefficient depends on an upsampling
step of Gaussian pyramid coefficients, because it is obtained as the di↵erence between
Ip from level j and the corresponding upsampled intensity from (j + 1). It is important
that for each upsampled pixel p in pyramid level j, the corresponding neighborhood
in level (j + 1) is re-mapped with the same tp (r).
Bilateral filters can be computed via Eq. 4.6 and the definitions of tp (r) and wp
given in Sec. 4.1. However, the spatial kernel W must include both the reconstruction
kernel Wj and the spatial neighborhood of the bilateral filter (Wbl ). Both can either be
pre-convolved (W = Wbl ⇤ Wj ) or be evaluated in two successive steps. Alternatively,
instead of evaluating the bilateral filter directly, it is possible to dynamically compute
a bilateral grid [45] from a sparse pdf map, similar to the histogram slicing process
described below. This enables all performance optimizations of the bilateral grid.

4.4.3

Histogram slicing

Smoothed local histogram filters [47] are computed from histograms hp (Ib ) as defined
by Eq. 2.3. sparse pdf maps support this kind of filter by simply sampling the
continuous pdfp (r) from the sparse pdf map into the hp (Ib ) for each pixel p. This can
be done with an arbitrary sampling rate B, and applying an appropriate anti-aliasing
low-pass filter to the sparse pdf map if needed, i.e., if B is too low for proper sampling.
We call this process slicing the sparse pdf map into histogram bin images Hb (p), each
of which contains a bin b, i.e., hp (Ib ), for all p. Each bin image can be computed
identically for all p by evaluating Eq. 4.5 using the Dirac-delta tp (r) = t(r) =

Ib (r)
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and wp = 1.
Because the required function t(r) is the same for all p, each bin image can be
computed as follows: First, we compute an intermediate slice coefficient image Sb (p)
corresponding to bin b, as:
Sb (p) =

X

(pn ,rn ,cn )
p=pn

Ib

⇤ K (rn )V (pn , rn ) =

X

K(Ib

rn )cn ,

(4.15)

(pn ,rn ,cn )
p=pn

which sums up the contributions of all coefficients of pixel p, weighted by a look-up
into the range kernel K corresponding to Ib . Each Sb (p) must then be convolved
by W :
Sb⇤ (p) = Sb ⇤ W (p),

(4.16)

where the desired spatial histogram neighborhood (Wsh ) can either be computed at
the same time (W = Wsh ⇤ Wj ), or in two successive convolution passes. In order to
obtain a normalized smoothed histogram that represents a pdf, each intermediate bin
image must then be normalized by the sum of all bin images. This yields the final
histogram bin image Hb (p) of each bin b as:
B

X
S ⇤ (p)
Hb (p) = b
with N (p) =
Sb⇤ (p).
N (p)
b=1

(4.17)

Using di↵erent look-up tables for the range kernel K, including derivative and integration kernels as used by Kass and Solomon [47], using the appropriate normalization,
enables all smoothed local histogram filters to be evaluated via a sparse pdf map.

4.5

Implementation and Performance

To support the computation of sparse pdf maps using a limited memory footprint, we
have implemented the entire pipeline depicted in Fig. 4.2 in an out-of-core fashion.
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4.5.1

Pre-computation

Dense pdf map level j = 0. The first step is reading the input image, conceptually
computing the corresponding volume I˜ (Sec. 4.2.2), and applying the range kernel K
to compute sparse pdf map level 0, i.e., H0 . In order to make this scalable, we read
the input image one scanline at a time. For each pixel p, we directly compute its
contribution to H0 by applying the range filter K. This results in a plane of H0 in
(space ⇥ range) for each scanline. Instead of writing each plane to disk immediately,
we accelerate disk access by avoiding interleaving reads from the input with writes to
the output. We forward each plane to a simple caching system that only writes to
disk when a user-defined memory limit is exceeded. This guarantees zero overhead for
images that can easily be processed in-core.
Reformatting into tiles. We want to store each dense pdf map level as a collection
of tiles, with a tile size of (n + o) ⇥ (n + o) pixels, where n denotes the inner area of a
tile, and o denotes an overlap region that is replicated amongst neighboring tiles. In
order to do this, we collect the corresponding planes of H0 computed above, and for
each tile re-arrange them into a stack of B slice images that sample the range. In our
implementation, we are using an inner tile size of n = 256, and an overlap of o = 8,
which facilitates straightforward upsampling in Gaussian pyramids without accessing
neighboring tiles. The overlap depends on the size of the spatial filters that must be
evaluated. Our relatively small tile size ensures that the tiles fit into the L1 cache of
the processor and can also be used directly by the tiled rendering system for image
reconstruction.
Dense pdf map levels j with j > 0. To compute one new level in the dense pdf
map, 2 ⇥ 2 tiles are loaded at a time, and down-sampled to a single tile by applying
the kernel W (Sec. 4.2.1). This is repeated until all tiles comprising level j have
been processed. Instead of writing each down-sampled tile directly to disk, it is
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passed to our cache which is flushed to disk once it exceeds a pre-defined size. In this
way, the full pyramid is computed incrementally by applying the same operation to
the down-sampled tiles until only a single tile is left. Finally, this tile is iteratively
down-sampled to a single entry.
Sparse pdf map computation. Next, we compute the sparse pdf map from the
dense pdf map tile by tile. Because we process each tile independently, our approach
naturally scales to images of arbitrary resolution. In every iteration of Algorithm 1,
the best position (pn , rn ) with its corresponding coefficient cn must be computed by
finding the (pn , rn , cn ) that reduces the residue E the most. A straightforward but
inefficient way of doing this is just going through all possible (pn , rn ), computing
the coefficients and residue decreases, then choosing the position and coefficient with
the highest decrease. Another alternative is to keep a priority queue of the residue
decreases for all possible positions. However, this queue can quickly become too large
to be practical and can be slow to maintain. Instead, we subdivide each tile of the
dense pdf map into smaller cubical blocks in (space ⇥ range) and track the optimal
positions and residue decreases for each block in a small list. For each iteration, we
then perform a parallel reduce step on the list to determine the maximum residue
decrease and the corresponding position. We maintain this list continuously, and
update all a↵ected entries whenever the residue is modified. To improve efficiency
further, we have implemented this approach on the GPU using CUDA.

4.5.2

Image reconstruction

Our implementation computes the output image E[tp (Xp )], given various tp (r), from
the sparse pdf map representation on the GPU using CUDA. We create a thread
for every output pixel p, and compute the necessary intermediate images, as well as
the final image, by evaluating the equations given in Sec. 4.4. Each thread accesses
all coefficients that are required to compute E[tp (Xp )] for its output pixel p by first
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Image

Resolution

Night Scene
Bellini
NASA Bathymetry
Machu Picchu
Rock
Beach
Flower
Barbara
Salt & Pepper Noise

47, 908 ⇥ 7, 531
16, 898 ⇥ 14, 824
21, 601 ⇥ 10, 801
9, 984 ⇥ 3, 328
876 ⇥ 584
800 ⇥ 533
800 ⇥ 533
512 ⇥ 512
320 ⇥ 428

Size
[Mpix.]
361
250
233
33
0.51
0.43
0.43
0.26
0.14

Pyramid Overhead Pre-Comp.
Levels
[s/Mpix.]
[Mpix.]
17
120
127
16
83
133
16
77
128
15
11
132
11
0.17
139
11
0.14
135
11
0.14
142
10
0.09
138
10
0.05
143

Table 4.1: Images in this chapter with corresponding sparse pdf map properties and pre-computation times. The overhead column gives the total number
of pyramid pixels (in Mpixels) in addition to the original image size. This is the same
number of additional pixels required by a regular mipmap or Gaussian pyramid. For
each of these additional pyramid pixels, every sparse pdf map coefficient chunk requires
64 bits of storage per pixel in our current implementation. All our result images use a
single coefficient chunk, except where indicated in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.14e-m.
accessing the corresponding pixel in the index image X(p), and then enumerating and
fetching all pairs (rn , cn ) from the coefficient image C(·) (Sec. 4.3.2). The required
functions t̃p (r) = tp (r) ⇤ K are pre-computed and stored in 1D arrays.

4.5.3

Performance and memory consumption

We have found that in general our fitting procedure (Algorithm 1) converges quite
quickly (see Fig. 4.5e). It is usually sufficient to compute just one chunk of sparse
pdf map coefficients (see Fig. 4.6). Using more chunks does not dramatically improve
the fitting quality for most images. Exceptions are images such as Fig. 4.12a and
Fig. 4.14e.
The pre-computation time for sparse pdf maps, as well as memory consumption,
are summarized in Table 4.1 for various images. On an NVIDIA GTX 580 GPU,
we currently require about two minutes to compute a sparse pdf map with one
coefficient chunk for one Mpixel. This time scales linearly both with image size
and number of chunks. While we consider this pre-processing time feasible for large
images, we believe using an optimized fitting algorithm could improve performance.
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e number of sparse pdf map coefficients (/128)

Figure 4.5: Fitting quality of sparse pdf maps. (a) Flower image (512 ⇥ 512). We
evaluate sparse pdf map level 1 (256 ⇥ 256). We show the distribution of coefficients
for (b) the first coefficient chunk, and (c) the second chunk (64K coefficients each).
White maps to 9 coefficients. We compare E[Xp ] computed from the sparse pdf map
with the one from the dense pdf map. (d) shows the scaled di↵erence between these
two images with one (left half) and two (right half) coefficient chunks. For one chunk,
the RMSE between the two images is 2.39, PSNR 40.57. For two chunks the RMSE is
2.22, PSNR 41.20. (e) the green curve shows how the initial RMSE of 93.75 between
the two expected value images decreases as coefficients are added, the blue curve shows
how the initial RMSE of 0.0113 between the dense pdf map and its approximation
by the sparse pdf map decreases. These errors are for the down-sampled luminance
channel of (a) using a 5 ⇥ 5 Gaussian for down-sampling (W ) and reconstruction (Wj ).
In our implementation, each pixel has a constant memory consumption of 64 bits
per coefficient chunk. We pack the (index, count)p pair of each pixel in the index
image X(p) into a single 32-bit integer (24 bits for indexp , 8 bits for countp ), and
use an integer texture for X(p). The (rn , cn ) pair of each pixel in the coefficient
image C(·) is stored as two 16-bit floats in a 16-bit float texture. In addition, our
implementation incurs the typical overhead for the tiling data structure that enables
us to properly deal with gigapixel images. However, this is independent of the sparse
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Figure 4.6: Using one chunk of coefficients is usually enough to represent the
dense pdf map. Here we demonstrate how the reconstruction of the luminance channel
of the 256 x 256 pixel level 1 image of Fig. 4.5 looks like (top row) using an increasing
number of coefficients from (a) 1024, to (b) 4096, to (c) 32768, and finally (d) 65536,
which corresponds to an average of one coefficient per pixel. The spatial distributions
of coefficients are also shown (middle row), where bright pixels have more coefficients.
The bottom row provides a closer look at the decreasing RMSE between the dense
pdf map and its approximation by the sparse pdf map with increasing coefficients.
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pdf maps representation and inherent to the use of a tiled out-of-core approach.
The image reconstruction stage of E[t(Xp )] for a global function t is extremely
efficient. On a GTX 580 GPU, we compute anti-aliased color mapping (Sec. 4.4.1)
in 12 ms per Mpixel and coefficient chunk, with a Wj of 5 ⇥ 5. A histogram slice
(Sec. 4.4.3) can be obtained at the same rate. This performance is roughly constant for
all our images, and scales linearly with the number of coefficient chunks. For Laplacian
filtering, the performance of computing Laplacian pyramid coefficients is independent
of the pyramid level that is computed. This is not the case for the original approach
of Paris et al. [41], where the time for computing each coefficient must increase with
the original image resolution. The approach by Aubry et al. [42] is much faster, but
depends on pre-computing full-resolution pyramids, which makes its scalability to
gigapixel images unclear. Using a sparse pdf map, all Laplacian pyramid coefficients
for a 1 MPixel image can be computed in around 320 ms, independent of the original
image resolution, scaling linearly. Overall performance must also take into account
the Laplacian pyramid collapse, which depends on the number of pyramid levels. For
a 1024 ⇥ 1024 view showing a zoom-in of level 0 of the 47, 908 ⇥ 7, 531 Night Scene
image (Fig. 4.8), the pyramid collapse takes around 5 ms, and overall computation
time for the entire 1024 ⇥ 1024 view is below 400 ms.

4.6

Results

We view the versatility of the sparse pdf maps representation as one of its biggest
strengths. In this section, we illustrate several non-linear image operators that are all
computed from the same data structure.

4.6.1

Anti-aliased color mapping

Fig. 4.7 illustrates anti-aliased color mapping vs. first down-sampling and then color
mapping for a high-resolution gray-scale image from the NASA Blue Marble collec-
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Figure 4.7: Color mapping. (Top row) Gray-scale 21, 601 ⇥ 10, 801 (233 MPixels)
bathymetry image from the NASA Blue Marble collection [92]. (Center row) Antialiased color mapping computed from the sparse pdf map; (Bottom row) Standard
pre-filtering and down-sampling followed by color mapping where coarser resolutions
introduce wrong colors, and whole structures are changing or disappearing.
tion [92]. The color map is a standard false color coding often used by scientists to
visualize the underwater depth in bathymetry images. The bottom row illustrates the
two common problems of color-mapping gigapixel images: (1) In coarser resolution
levels, wrong color values are introduced, because the color map is applied after downsampling. This is especially visible around the islands of the Philippines depicted
in the left zoom-in. (2) Structures change their shape and/or topology, disappear,
or appear from pyramid level to pyramid level. In the left zoom-in, entire islands
disappear, whereas in the right zoom-in structures of very large depth in the Mariana
Trench successively disappear.
Both of these problems can be avoided by using the same color map as the
function t(r) with the corresponding sparse pdf map. This is illustrated in the center
row of the figure. The output image is computed as described in Sec. 4.4.1. Each
channel of the RGB output is computed separately, but from the same sparse pdf
map input, using the corresponding channel of the color map as the function t(r).
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4.6.2

Fast local Laplacian filtering

Fig. 4.8 illustrates di↵erent examples of detail enhancement and smoothing, respectively, with the local Laplacian filtering approach of Paris et al. [41], but evaluated
using sparse pdf maps. We have implemented an interactive application for gigapixel
viewing and filtering that only computes the pixels of image tiles that are currently
visible on screen. The Laplacian pyramid is only computed and collapsed for the parts
actually visible on screen. This approach is greatly facilitated by the fact that sparse
pdf maps enable direct computations in each pyramid level. We compute the filtering
as described in Sec. 4.4.2. Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 compare our results with the publicly
available Matlab implementation of Paris et al. [41]: Fig. 4.9 for a zoom-in of the
Bellini image (Fig. 4.16), Fig. 4.10 for the flower shown in Fig. 4.5a, and Fig. 4.15 for
the Lenna image.

4.6.3

Smoothed local histogram filtering

Fig. 4.11 illustrates examples of computing smoothed local histogram filters in image
pyramids, and compares the results of standard down-sampling and then filtering
with sparse pdf maps. Evaluating the non-linear filter directly for a down-sampled
image cannot recover the edges already smoothed away by the linear pre-filter. In
contrast, if the non-linear filter uses the sparse pdf map, it is conceptually applied
to the original image followed by pre-filtering and down-sampling, which correctly
preserves the non-linearity of the histogram filter.
Fig. 4.12 illustrates this in more detail for median filtering. The original image
(a) contains salt and pepper noise, which is easily removed by median filtering (b).
However, when the image is first down-sampled (f) and then median-filtered (g),
artifacts from the down-sampling are visible. In contrast, sparse pdf map median
filtering is able to remove the noise without artifacts. For this example, we illustrate
two di↵erent reconstruction kernels Wj , because matching (a) exactly is hard for

Figure 4.8: Local Laplacian filtering with a sparse pdf map in O(n) time. (Top row) Night scene of resolution
47, 908 ⇥ 7, 531 (361 Mpixels). The top third of the image is shown with detail enhancement ( r = 0.2, ↵ = 0.25), the center third
is the original image, and the bottom third is shown with smoothing ( r = 0.2, ↵ = 3.0). (Bottom row) Images used by Paris et
al. [93]: left-hand image of each pair with detail enhancement ( r = 0.4, ↵ = 0.25), right-hand image with smoothing ( r = 0.2,
↵ = 2.0). Previews of original images are provided in the middle of each pair. RGB color channels were computed separately.
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sparse pdf maps. Our standard Wj of 5 ⇥ 5 smoothes the noise (j); 31 dB compared
to (b). Using a Wj of 3 ⇥ 3 produces a better match, however at the price of using
two coefficient chunks (e, bottom half); 33 dB. If only a single chunk is used, there
are not enough coefficients to match the noise (e, top half); 27 dB. However, median
filtering quality is good for a Wj of 3 ⇥ 3 and two chunks, as well as for a Wj of 5 ⇥ 5
and one chunk. Additional results are shown in Fig. 4.13, and Fig. 4.16 (f, g, h).

4.6.4

Bilateral filtering

Fig. 4.14 illustrates bilateral filtering using the sparse pdf map representation vs.
standard down-sampling followed by bilateral filtering. Applying the bilateral filter
to a down-sampled image loses many of its edge-preserving qualities, because many
edges have already been smoothed away by the linear pre-filter. This problem is
reduced considerably by applying the bilateral filter to the sparse pdf map as described
in Sec. 4.4.2. The top half of Fig. 4.14 illustrates a zoom-in of the Bellini image
(level 4), where high-frequency detail is lost in the naive approach. The bottom half of
Fig. 4.14 shows zoom-ins of level 1 and level 2 of the Barbara image. This illustrates
that applying the bilateral filter to a down-sampled image is also problematic for
already anti-aliased edges, where using sparse pdf maps achieves much better results.
Note that due to the many very thin stripes in Fig. 4.14e, we have computed the
corresponding sparse pdf map with a Wj of size 3 ⇥ 3 and two coefficient chunks to
obtain a good fit.

4.7

Conclusions

We have introduced the new sparse pdf maps representation and data structure to
compactly represent pre-computed pdfs of pixel neighborhoods in multi-resolution
image pyramids. In order to use sparse pdf maps in practice, we have presented an
efficient unified method for evaluating a variety of non-linear image operations from
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the same pre-computed representation, which illustrates the versatility of sparse pdf
maps. However, we imagine that in the future more operations can make use of the
information represented by pixel neighborhood pdfs, using the same sparse pdf maps
data structure.

Figure 4.9: Local Laplacian smoothing. Sparse pdf map results vs. the original
implementation of Paris et al. using ( r = 0.2, ↵ = 2.0). (a,b) level 0 (1, 744 ⇥ 1, 160);
(c,d) level 3 (218 ⇥ 145). Luminance PSNR between (a,b) 35 dB, (c,d) 36 dB.

Figure 4.10: Local Laplacian detail enhancement. Sparse pdf map results vs. the
original implementation of Paris et al. using ( r = 0.2, ↵ = 0.5). Flower (800 ⇥ 533)
level 0: (a) Paris et al. (b) sparse pdf maps. Luminance PSNR between (a,b) 37 dB.
The original image is shown in Fig. 4.5a.
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Figure 4.11: Smoothed local histogram filtering. (a,b) Beach image in (a)
dominant mode-filtered (luminance only) in (b). (f,g) Rock image in HSV color model:
Standard down-sampling introduces strong haloes of the wrong color around the rock
(f), whereas dominant mode-filtering the H and V channels correctly preserves the
circular domain of the hue channel (g). (c,d,e) and (h,i,j): Median filtering (luminance
only) using sparse pdf maps vs. down-sampling and then filtering. (c,h) Original
zoom-ins of the Night Scene (c) and the Machu Picchu (h) images. (d,i) Sparse pdf
maps prevent over-smoothing by preserving the non-linearity of the median filtering
operation. (e,j) Median filtering after down-sampling introduces strong over-smoothing
that cannot be reversed by the median filter applied directly at the coarser resolution.
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Figure 4.12: Median filtering. (a) Original image (320 ⇥ 428) with salt and pepper
noise. (b) Ground truth 5 ⇥ 5 median filter applied to level 0, then down-sampled
to level 1. (g) Naive equivalent by directly computing median filter in level 1. Here,
we use sparse pdf maps where Wj is a Gaussian of size (c,d,e) 3 ⇥ 3, (h,i,j) 5 ⇥ 5.
Median filtering from sparse pdf map with (c,h) 1 coefficient chunk, (d,i) 2 chunks.
(f) Gaussian pyramid level 1 (160 ⇥ 214). (e,j) E[Xp ] of sparse pdf map level 1 using
(top half: 1 coefficient chunk, bottom half: 2 chunks). PSNR [dB] between (g,b): 30,
(c,b): 30, (d,b): 36, (h,b): 38, (i,b): 39.
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Figure 4.13: Median filtering. (a) Original image (399 ⇥ 267) with salt and pepper
noise. (b) Gaussian pyramid level 1. Ground truth median filter applied to level 0,
then down-sampled to level 1 (c,f,i). Naive equivalent median computed in level 1
(d,g,j). Sparse pdf map where Wj is a Gaussian of size 5 ⇥ 5 with 1 coefficient chunk
(e,h,k). Median filter has neighborhood 17 ⇥ 17 (c,d,e), 33 ⇥ 33 (f,g,h), and 65 ⇥ 65
(i,j,k). PSNR [dB] between (c,d): 32, (c,e): 39, (f,g): 35, (f,h): 42, (i,j): 37, (i,k) 39.
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Figure 4.14: Bilateral filtering. Zoom-ins of original 16, 898 ⇥ 14, 824 Bellini image
(a) at level 4: (b) Ground truth bilateral, (c) Sparse pdf map bilateral, (d) Naive
bilateral. Luminance PSNR [dB] between (c,b) 43, (d,b) 41. (e) Original Barbara
image (512 ⇥ 512). The sparse pdf map of (e) uses a Wj of size 3 ⇥ 3 and two coefficient
chunks. Zoom-ins from (f,g,h,i) level 1, (j,k,l,m) level 2. (f,j) down-sampled image, no
bilateral filtering. (g,k) Ground truth bilateral. (h,l) Sparse pdf map bilateral. (i,m)
Naive bilateral. PSNR [dB] between (h,g) 37, (i,g) 35, (l,k) 38, (m,k) 37.
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Figure 4.15: Local Laplacian filtering. Sparse pdf map results vs. the original
implementation of Paris et al. for (b,c) smoothing using ( r = 0.2, ↵ = 2.0), and (d,e)
detail enhancement using ( r = 0.2, ↵ = 0.5) of the original Lenna image level 0 (a).
Luminance PSNR between (b,c) 37 dB, (d,e) 32 dB.
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Figure 4.16: Additional results using sparse pdf maps for local Laplacian filters for
(b,d) detail enhancement or (c,e) smoothing, (f) median filters, (g) dominant mode
filters, (h) maximum mode filters, (i) bilateral filters. The original Bellini image (a)
has resolution 16, 898 ⇥ 14, 824 (250 Mpixels).
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Chapter 5
Sparse PDF Volumes for
Consistent Multi-Resolution
Volume Rendering
This chapter is based on the paper Sparse PDF Volumes for Consistent MultiResolution Volume Rendering[94].
As discussed in Sec. 1.2, multi-resolution volume rendering using standard representations, such as octrees and 3D mipmaps, may lead to unwanted inconsistency
artifacts. These artifacts are caused by the incompatibility of non-linear volume classification [32] with the required low-pass pre-filtering and down-sampling in standard
representations. Figs. 5.1 (a) and (b) illustrate this problem by showing the visual
di↵erences and the di↵erent histograms of data values between (a) the original volume,
and (b) the volume down-sampled by a factor of four in each dimension. These
di↵erences can be explained by understanding that, in (b), the transfer function is
applied to data with a di↵erent distribution, i.e., the histogram shown on top. This
problem has been observed before [53, 51], but it is difficult to solve without either a
significant increase in memory footprint or only moderate gains in quality.
We first describe the challenge of consistent multi-resolution volume rendering in
more detail, and define the basic model that we are using.
Multi-resolution volumes comprise a hierarchy of successively coarser resolutions
computed from the original volume. This results in a discrete set of resolution levels,
where we will denote the original volume as level `0 . Resolution reduction is performed
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a

b

Figure 5.1: Inconsistent volume rendering results using (a) the original 5123 SheppLogan volume vs (b) its low-pass filtered and down-sampled 1283 volume version.
by first applying a low-pass filter (also called a pre-filter) to level `m , and then downsampling to obtain level `m+1 . It is common to reduce the resolution by a factor of two
in each dimension from `m to `m+1 , but other factors [95] or anisotropic reductions
are also possible [12]. In this work, we will also use a down-sampling factor of two.
However, this is not an inherent restriction of our method, and other factors could
also be used.
Applying a low-pass filter before down-sampling is crucial for avoiding aliasing
artifacts. However, this filtering process substitutes each voxel by a weighted average
of its neighborhood, where the weights depend on the filter kernel used. When one
computes the histogram of a given resolution level `m (e.g., Fig. 5.1 (b)), it is easy to
see that this process changes the distribution of values in the volume. More specifically,
each voxel in level `m corresponds to the footprint [17] of this voxel in level `0 , with
the size of these footprints growing from level to level. An accurate representation
of a given voxel would be the distribution of values in the voxel’s footprint in the
original volume. Nevertheless, standard multi-resolution approaches substitute this
distribution by a single value, for example the mean of the distribution when a box
filter is used for low-pass filtering.
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An accurate representation of voxel footprint distributions would therefore provide
the conceptual basis for consistent multi-resolution volume rendering. However, the
first major obstacle to using this idea in practice is the storage overhead associated
with each distribution. For quantized 8-bit volume data, each histogram can be stored
as a 256-bin histogram, which is already impractical. Naturally, this problem becomes
more acute with 12- or 16-bit data. A second major hurdle in practice is applying a
transfer function to the distribution, which for an n-bin histogram also requires O(n)
operations.
Main Contribution. To tackle these challenges, we present the following contributions for consistent multi-resolution volume rendering based on probability density
functions (pdfs) of voxel neighborhoods (footprints):
(1) A compact, sparse representation of pdfs in multi-resolution volumes. The
crucial insight of our method is that instead of working with individual 1D pdfs, we
work with 4D pdfs in the joint space ⇥ range domain of the volume. This allows us
to achieve a quality similar to storing full histograms, but requiring considerably less
storage.
(2) The sparse pdf volume data structure that is optimized for efficient parallel
volume classification and rendering on GPUs. Our approach uses only simple and fast
convolutions at run time.
(3) A novel approach for computing a sparse 4D function (pdf) approximation in a
multi-resolution hierarchy via a greedy pursuit algorithm for the iterative simplification
of 4D Gaussian mixtures.
(4) An out-of-core framework for efficient parallel computation of sparse pdf
volumes for large-scale volume data.
Basic model of solution. We formalize the above ideas by treating each voxel at
position p in a multi-resolution volume as the realization of a random variable Xp ,
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with an associated probability density function fp (r). The argument r corresponds
to the range of the volume, and for intensity (single-channel) volumes, fp (r) is a 1D
function of r. Likewise, a 1D transfer function t(r) is defined over the same r, i.e., the
domain of the transfer function is the range of the volume. The function t(r) is then
applied to the voxel Xp by computing the expectation of t applied to Xp :
E [t(Xp )] =

Z

t(r)fp (r)dr.

(5.1)

From this viewpoint, we could “emulate” standard multi-resolution volume rendering
by simply computing the expectation (mean) of Xp as E [Xp ], and then applying t(r)
to the obtained mean. However, the formulation of Eq. 5.1 allows applying the transfer
function t(r) directly to the complete distribution fp (r) instead of to just its mean
value.
The big practical challenges now are (1) how all fp (r) can be stored compactly,
and (2) how Eq. 5.1 can be evaluated efficiently.

5.1

Method Overview

Fig. 5.2 depicts an overview of our method. The most crucial property of our approach
is that it works in the 4D joint space ⇥ range domain of the 3D spatial volume domain
together with its 1D intensity range. We define this 4D domain in Sec. 5.1.1. We then
exploit the fact that even though volume data are usually not sparse in 3D, they are
sparse with respect to a certain basis in 4D, even in a multi-resolution hierarchy.
A sparse pdf volume then comprises a hierarchy of resolution levels `m of progressively smoother functions in 4D, where each `m is represented by a mixture of 4D
Gaussians. Crucially, the number of Gaussians in each level `m is proportional to its
spatial resolution. We give an overview of this hierarchy in Sec. 5.1.2, and the details
in Sec. 5.2. Sec. 5.3 describes the corresponding data structure for efficient storage,
while at the same time facilitating fast parallel access on GPUs. Sec. 5.4 describes
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Figure 5.2: Method overview. Pre-computation (top): We map the 3D input
volume (bricks) to a pdf in the 4D joint space ⇥ range domain (Sec. 5.1.1). This
pdf is represented as a mixture of 4D Gaussians, which is then iteratively simplified
to compute a multi-resolution hierarchy of sparse 4D pdfs (Sec. 5.1.2). Run time
(bottom): The sparse pdf volume data structure storing the sparse 4D pdf allows
dynamically applying transfer functions through simple look-ups in pre-computed 1D
tables, followed by 3D convolution (Sec. 5.1.3), for volume rendering.
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classification (via transfer functions) and volume rendering.

5.1.1

Joint 4D space ⇥ range domain

Usually, volume data comprise a three-dimensional scalar function V(x, y, z), whose
domain is a subset of 3D space, U ⇢ R3 , and whose range (or co-domain) is the 1D
intensity axis R:
V(x, y, z) : U ⇢ R3 7! R.

(5.2)

We now join the domain and co-domain of V via the Cartesian product to obtain the
4D joint space ⇥ range domain of a new function V̂:
V̂(x, y, z, r) : Û ⇢ R3 ⇥ R 7! R.

(5.3)

We define V̂(x, y, z, r) as the “joint probability” of spatial locations (x, y, z) occurring
together with a specific intensity value r, via:
8
>
>
<
if 9 V(x, y, z) with V(x, y, z) = r,
V̂(x, y, z, r) :=
>
>
: 0 otherwise,

where

(5.4)

is the Dirac delta1 . Instead of assuming exactly occurring values, we now

take the viewpoint of kernel density estimation [89] and substitute each delta peak by
a 4D Gaussian kernel G(

s, r )

:

V̂(x, y, z, r) :=

k 1
X

G(

s, r )

(µi

(x, y, z, r)) ,

(5.5)

i=0

where each voxel i from the original volume with k voxels is mapped to a Gaussian G(

s, r )

(·) in 4D, centered at µi := (pi , ri ), corresponding to the voxel’s original

3D position pi := (xi , yi , zi ), and its 1D intensity value ri . G(
1

s, r )

(·) is a separable

The Dirac delta integrates to 1. Note that in order to obtain a properly normalized 4D pdf, V̂
in Eq. 5.4 would have to be multiplied by 1/k, where k is the number of voxels. However, to avoid
computing with unnecessarily small numbers, we leave the normalization away and normalize later
where needed.
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4D kernel in space ⇥ range:
G(

s, r )

(x) := (G

s

⌦G

s

⌦G

s

⌦ G r )(x),

(5.6)

via the tensor product ⌦ of 1D Gaussians with spatial standard deviation
isotropic voxels), and range standard deviation

5.1.2

s

(assuming

r.

A hierarchy of 4D Gaussian mixtures

Our goal is now to compute an entire multi-resolution hierarchy, with each level `m
defined similarly to Eq. 5.5, but as a more general mixture of km individually weighted
4D Gaussians, with weights ci :
V̂m (x, y, z, r) :=

kX
m 1

c i G(

s, r )

(µi

(x, y, z, r)) .

(5.7)

i=0

We want to emphasize that a major di↵erence of our approach to a general Gaussian
Mixture Model is that all of the Gaussians comprising a given V̂m are constrained to
have the same standard deviation (

s,

r ).

This property is crucial to enabling the

use of convolutions for efficiency, and not having to store the ’s of all Gaussians.
Our hierarchy will therefore be a set of n resolution levels {V̂m } with m 2
{0, .., n

1}. Each V̂m is the 4D pdf of level `m in the form of Eq. 5.7, with

km Gaussians ci G(

s, r )

centered at µi . With (

s,

r)

known, each V̂m can be stored

solely as a set of km tuples {(µi , ci )}.
5.1.2.1

Initial Gaussian mixture

We start the hierarchy with V̂0 for resolution level `0 . In V̂0 , we set the spatial
standard deviation

s

such that it corresponds to one voxel (we use

the range standard deviation

r

to a fixed value (we use

r

s

= 0.3), and set

= 4/256). In V̂0 , we set

1
each ci = 1/ p2⇡
(Eq. 5.7). Note, however, that in all other levels `m with m > 0, the

coefficients ci will be determined by minimizing an appropriate error function.
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5.1.2.2

Hierarchy computation

We then compute the Gaussian mixture of each level V̂m with m > 0 from the
preceding level V̂m 1 . In order to do this without aliasing, we first have to low-pass
filter V̂m 1 . This can be done very efficiently by simply updating the spatial standard
deviation

s

and the coefficients ci accordingly, as described in Sec. 5.2.3.2.

Our goal is now to represent V̂m with fewer Gaussians than V̂m 1 . If V̂m
represented by km

1

1

is

Gaussians, and we would like to keep the typical down-sampling

rate of 23 for 3D Cartesian volumes, we target km = km 1 /23 Gaussians for V̂m . We
do this by computing a sparse approximation to V̂m via a greedy pursuit algorithm
built on convolutions (Secs. 5.2.2 and 5.2.3) and mode finding (Sec. 5.2.4).

5.1.3

Volume classification from 4D representation

Given the representation of V̂m as in Eq. 5.7, our goal for volume rendering is to be
able to evaluate Eq. 5.1 for any voxel with position p via the corresponding voxel
footprint pdf fp (r). In principle, each fp (r) can be obtained from the 4D pdf given by
Eq. 5.7 by extracting the conditional probability of r, given voxel position p.
This could be done by simply obtaining a function of r at a fixed p and renormalizing. However, in order to facilitate fast parallel classification of entire voxel
bricks, we employ a method that avoids the reconstruction of individual fp (r) entirely,
and apply the transfer function in parallel to all voxels in a brick using fast convolutions,
as explained in Sec. 5.4. This also facilitates efficient GPU implementation.

5.2

Sparse PDF Volume Computation

Our goal is the computation of each V̂m for resolution level `m with m > 0, such
that it approximates the low-pass filtered mixture V̂m

1

well. Both functions are

given in the form of Eq. 5.7. The crucial goal is now to represent V̂m with fewer
Gaussians than V̂m 1 , i.e., km < km 1 . This is a reasonable assumption, because
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low-pass filtering makes these functions successively smoother. Our basic idea for this
approximation is that each V̂m should be represented as a sparse signal, with respect
to a chosen dictionary of atoms (“basis functions”) [91]:
min kck0 subject to H c = v,
c

(5.8)

where H denotes the dictionary with the atoms viewed as column vectors, and c
is the coefficient vector that determines the linear combination that should best
approximate a signal v, given H. Our dictionary H consists of translates of Gaussians
(see Sec. 5.2.3), and the target signal v to approximate is a chosen V̂m after low-pass
filtering. In order to obtain a sparse representation, c should have as few non-zero
elements as possible, which is indicated by the L0 pseudo-norm k · k0 .

5.2.1

Pursuit algorithms

In principle, finding the solution to Eq. 5.8 is an NP-hard problem [91]. However,
pursuit algorithms compute good approximations using greedy iterative strategies to
obtain a sparse c. In each iteration, the atom from the dictionary H that approximates
the current residual best is picked by projecting the residual into the dictionary [91].
Our method is based on the Matching Pursuit algorithm [96]. However, we employ
a novel variant that is specialized for a dictionary that consists of translates of a
Gaussian kernel, which facilitates the use of fast convolutions (Sec. 5.2.2). In contrast
to earlier work for images [16], our strategy for volumes does not make use of a
sampled pdf (histogram) representation, which is crucial to scaling from 2D images
to 3D volume data. Instead, our approach for volumes works almost completely in
continuous 4D space, using continuous 4D Gaussian atoms.

5.2.2

Dictionary projection as convolution

For brevity, in the following explanations we describe the 1D case of approximating a
general 1D function g(x). However, one can always think of g(x) below as corresponding
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to an actual 4D function V̂m .
We want to project the function g(x), which we want to approximate, onto
dictionary atoms hµ (x), where the parameter µ selects the atom. This projection is
obtained via the inner product of the two functions. The inner product of two (real)
functions g and hµ is defined as:
(g, hµ ) :=

Z1

g(x) hµ (x) dx.

(5.9)

1

The (scalar) coefficient of g with respect to hµ is obtained from projection using
Eq. 5.9 with a dictionary atom that has unit norm:
khµ k2 = 1,

(5.10)

where k · k2 denotes the L2 norm induced by the inner product, i.e., khk2 :=
(see [97, 91, 98]).

p

(h, h)

All of our dictionary atoms are translates of the same kernel h(x), where h is
symmetric around zero, i.e., h(x) = h( x). hµ then denotes the dictionary atom
centered at x = µ, defined as:
hµ (x) := h(x

µ).

(5.11)

This will allow us to carry out most operations as simple convolutions. The convolution
(denoted by ⇤) of two functions g and h is defined as:
(g ⇤ h)(x) :=

Z1

g(t) h(x

t) dt.

(5.12)

1

In order to determine the dictionary atom that approximates the function g(x) best,
we have to determine which atom results in the largest inner product [91], i.e., we
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must determine the maximizer of Eq. 5.9:
max (g, hµ ) .

(5.13)

hµ

Because we define all dictionary atoms as translates of the same kernel h(x), the
maximum inner product of all hµ can be computed from the convolution of g and h
(compare Eqs. 5.9 and 5.12, using Eq. 5.11):
max (g, hµ ) = max(g ⇤ h)(x).

(5.14)

x

hµ

The value of x that maximizes the right-hand side of Eq. 5.14 is the maximizer of
Eq. 5.13 with the hµ where µ = x. Thus, the crucial observation is that in order to
find the dictionary element that approximates g(x) best, we simply have to find the
maximum of the function (g ⇤ h)(x).

5.2.3

Gaussian dictionaries and Gaussian mixtures

We define a Gaussian centered at x = µ with standard deviation
G (x; µ) := e

(x µ)2
2 2

,

G (x) := G (x; 0)

as:

or abbreviated

(5.15)

if µ = 0.

(5.16)

Note that our definition of G is not normalized. We do this because we will need
di↵erent normalization weights for di↵erent purposes. A weighted Gaussian is then
c G (x; µ), with a scalar coefficient c.2
5.2.3.1

Gaussian dictionaries

We use a dictionary hµ (x), with di↵erent µ, defined as Gaussians:
hµ (x) := ch G (x; µ),
2

For example, a Gaussian pdf f (x) requires
1
where c = p2⇡
. See also Appendix A.

R

R

f (x) dx = 1, and therefore f (x) =

(5.17)
p1
2⇡

G (x; µ),
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with ch = ⇡

1
4

/

p

, so that khµ (x)k2 = 1. We intentionally use dictionaries with a

fixed standard deviation

for all hµ (x). This is crucial in order to enable simple

convolutions to be used both for dictionary projection (Sec. 5.2.2), and for classification
at run time (Sec. 5.4).
5.2.3.2

g(x) as Gaussian mixture

The function g(x) that we want to approximate is given as a mixture of k Gaussians
with identical , but di↵erent weights ci and positions µi :
g(x) :=

k 1
X

ci G (x; µi ).

(5.18)

i=0

Our approach needs to perform two main operations on g(x):
1. Low-pass filter g(x) before spatial down-sampling.
2. Compute the maximum of the convolution from Eq. 5.14 for dictionary projection
(Sec. 5.2.2), with hµ (x) as defined in Eq. 5.17.
Both of these can be computed directly on g(x) given as a Gaussian mixture (Eq. 5.18).
We operate directly on the mixture represented by the set {(µi , ci )}. We simply modify
the ci and the (global) standard deviation

that is associated with the mixture.

All positions µi stay the same. For the details see Appendix A.1 (convolution),
Appendix A.2 (low-pass filtering), and Appendix A.3 (projection).

5.2.4

Pursuit via mode finding

We employ a greedy pursuit algorithm for the computation of the sparse approximation
of each V̂m given in the form of Eq. 5.7. The Matching Pursuit algorithm [96] computes
a greedy signal approximation in an iterative way, where in each iteration a residual
function is reduced until a pre-defined L2 error threshold is reached. In the beginning,
the residual is initialized to the original signal. Then, in every iteration the dictionary
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atom that has the largest inner product with the current residual is picked, because it
approximates it best [96].
The corresponding coefficient is given by the same inner product, since it corresponds to the projection of the residual onto the chosen atom. In every iteration,
the contribution of each atom is subtracted out from the residual, and the whole
procedure starts again until the error is small enough, yielding the desired sparse
signal representation [91].
Algorithm 2 shows these steps in our framework. Each atom in our dictionary is a
Gaussian hµ (x) as defined in Eq. 5.17. In 4D, each projection into the dictionary is a
tuple (µ, c), where µ selects the dictionary atom, and c is the corresponding coefficient.
All our 4D Gaussian mixtures then correspond to sets G = {(µi , ci )} of such tuples.
5.2.4.1

Projection in 4D using mode finding

A fundamental step in Algorithm 2 is finding the atom that results in the largest
inner product with the residual (see Eq. 5.14). Instead of looking at each atom
individually—as in standard Matching Pursuit—we exploit the property that the atom
we are looking for corresponds to the maximum of the right-hand side of Eq. 5.14,
which is attained at one of its modes. The convolution in Eq. 5.14 is derived in
Algorithm 2 Approximating g(x) with Matching Pursuit
Input: g(x) given as Gaussian mixture (Eq. 5.18)
G = {(µi , ci )}
Output: Simplified Gaussian mixture g̃(x) (Eq. 5.18)
G̃ = {(µk , ck )}
1: Set output mixture g̃(x) = 0;
[G̃
;];
2: Set residual r(x) = g(x);
[R
G];
3: Set L2 approximation error E2 = kr(x)k2 ;
4: while E2 > " do
5:
Find maximizer maxhµ (r, hµ ) as c = maxµ (r ⇤ h)(µ)
(Eqs. 5.14 and A.8 with r(x) instead of g(x); Sec. 5.2.4.1)
6:
Grow mixture g̃(x)
g̃(x) + c hµ (x);
[G̃
G̃ [ {(µ, c)}];
7:
Reduce residual r(x)
r(x) c hµ (x);
[R
R [ {(µ, c)}];
8:
Update approximation error E2
kr(x)k2 ;
9: end while
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d
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Figure 5.3: Parallel pursuit via mode finding starts from (a) the input Gaussian
mixture (centroids denoted by +), which is the kernel density estimate of the original
volume, or a previously simplified mixture. (b) The mixture is low-pass filtered in
the spatial domain. (c) The intermediate mixture for mode finding is obtained via
convolution with the dictionary kernel. We then perform parallel pursuit iterations
in this mixture. We find all its modes (• and ⇧) in parallel, but retain only the
largest non-overlapping modes (•). A fixed-point mode search in the first iteration
is illustrated for each step (•) from one example centroid. (d) The output Gaussian
mixture consists of one component per retained mode.
Appendix A.3.
We can therefore perform the projection step via a mode finding procedure in a
Gaussian mixture. For mode finding, we employ the fixed-point iteration approach
described by Carreira-Perpiñán [99]. Another similar alternative would be to use a
mean shift procedure.
Fig. 5.3 depicts the individual steps of our approach for a simplified example
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illustrated in 2D (1D space ⇥ 1D range). We start with a given mixture V̂m , subject it
to spatial low-pass filtering to prevent aliasing (Eq. A.6), further convolve it with the
dictionary kernel h (Eq. A.8), and then find the modes of this intermediate mixture.
We start the mode finding procedure at the known modes of the mixture V̂m , and
iterate to stationary points of the intermediate mixture. At this stage, it is quite
common that nearby starting points converge to the same mode. The intermediate
mixture corresponds to the function g ⇤ h in Eq. 5.14, and the coefficient that we are
looking for (c in Algorithm 2) is the function value at the 4D position of the maximum
mode.
5.2.4.2

Parallel pursuit via mode finding

Standard Matching Pursuit [96] is a completely sequential algorithm, where only
one atom is selected in each iteration. In our context, this means determining the
maximum mode of the intermediate mixture, as described above. However, in order to
speed up the fitting process, we want to perform multiple mode searches in parallel in
each iteration.
In each iteration, we would like to find several non-overlapping modes in parallel,
in order to select multiple atoms in parallel. We define non-overlapping modes such
that the centroids of the atoms are not within distance ! of one another, where
is the standard deviation of the atoms, and ! is a configurable overlap parameter.
Setting ! appropriately ensures that the corresponding coefficients do not interfere
with each other, because adding multiple overlapping atoms to the mixture at the
same time incurs fitting errors due to incorrect coefficients. For overlapping modes,
we always retain the largest one and discard the rest. The non-overlapping modes
chosen in each iteration are added to the target mixture, and the residual is updated
by subtracting the same atoms (Algorithm 2). The next iteration then continues from
the previously known modes plus the newly added modes.
We found that this approach produces good results. However, in order to further
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speed up the pursuit process, we introduce two simple heuristics. Our first heuristic
is to set ! to a value that allows minimal overlap among parallel coefficients. In our
computations, we typically set ! = 3 for the spatial dimensions, and ! = 2 for the
range. This allows us to put more parallel coefficients in each pursuit iteration with
the trade-o↵ of incurring a small error in the coefficient values. Note that setting
! large enough so that the overlap region covers the whole domain is equivalent to
standard serial Matching Pursuit. The second heuristic that we use is to optionally
reduce the number of parallel searches that we do after the first pursuit iteration. The
reason for this is that as the number of Gaussians in the residual grows, the parallel
mode search also becomes slower, since (1) ideally to find all the modes, we have to do
more searches starting from each Gaussian centroid in the residual, and (2) there are
more Gaussian components in the mixture that need to be evaluated during the search.
Conceptually, reducing the number of starting positions for the parallel mode search
should have a minimal impact on the method since most of the searches converge to
the same mode. Currently we pick around 1/8 of the possible starting positions in
each iteration and just change the starting positions in the next iteration by making
them spatially well distributed, i.e. we rotate over even and odd combinations of the
x, y, and z positions of the starting points. We only apply this heuristic after doing
the first parallel mode search iteration where we use all the possible starting points,
i.e., all modes of the initial residual.

5.3

Sparse PDF Volume Data Structure

Fig. 5.4 illustrates the data structure that we use to compactly encode the V̂m of a
sparse pdf volume. We assume a bricked volume to facilitate large-scale out-of-core
volume rendering. That is, the original volume (resolution level `0 ) is subdivided
into bricks of fixed size. Our current implementation uses a brick size of 643 voxels,
with four ghost voxels in each spatial dimension. Using smaller brick sizes incurs an
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Figure 5.4: The sparse pdf volume data structure consists of the bricked input
volume (`0 ) and the coarser resolution levels `m with m > 0. For each of the latter,
we store (1) a coefficient count brick with one count per voxel p, and (2) a coefficient
info array which lists corresponding range positions ri and coefficients ci . Together,
these encode the list of 4D Gaussian mixture components for each coarse level.

impractical storage overhead for ghost voxels [29], while larger brick sizes lead to slower
pre-processing since Matching Pursuit has quadratic complexity. All bricks of level `0
are stored in the usual way, with one scalar per voxel. The bricks of all levels `m with
m > 0 are stored in the following sparse pdf volume encoding: We first sort the set
of mixture components {(µi , ci )} = {(pi , ri , ci )} comprising V̂m according to spatial
voxel position p. For each voxel p, we also count how many (pi , ri , ci ) with p = pi
there are, and store this count in a coefficient count brick at position p. We now drop
the pi coordinate from each (pi , ri , ci ), and store the tuples (ri , ci ) in a coefficient info
array. We do not need to explicitly store the pi , because the tuples (ri , ci ) of each p
can be indexed according to the count of tuples of p (see below). This results in the
following data structure per brick (see Fig. 5.4):
1. A coefficient count brick stores one 8-bit count per voxel p. This is the number
of coefficients that are associated with the same spatial position p as the voxel,
i.e., #(pi , ri , ci ) with p = pi .
2. A coefficient info array stores all tuples (ri , ci ) of the brick, with a 16-bit half
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float each for ri and ci , respectively. All tuples from the same voxel p are stored
contiguously in memory.
Furthermore, for 8-bit data sets we can quantize the ri to 8 bits. The complete
encoding then requires: For level `0 : 1 byte per voxel. For all `m with m > 0: 1 byte
per voxel, plus 3 bytes per coefficient. This encoding results in sparse pdf volume
sizes that are still similar to standard representations (see Table 5.3), while encoding
full pdfs.
In order to save memory, we do not store indexes to the tuples (ri , ci ) on disk.
However, at run time, for each p we need to be able to access all (ri , ci ) that originally
came from a tuple (pi , ri , ci ) with p = pi . Therefore, after loading the sparse pdf
data structure for rendering, we compute the prefix sum [100] of the coefficient count
brick. This results in an index brick, where the entry at each voxel p points to the
corresponding location of the first tuple (ri , ci ) of p in the coefficient info array. All
other tuples of p are located in consecutive memory locations, and their count is given
by the coefficient count brick entry p.

5.4

Run Time Classification

This section describes how Eq. 5.1 can be evaluated using our representation of 4D pdfs
as 4D Gaussian mixtures (Eq. 5.7) instead of requiring individual 1D pdfs fp (r). We
first derive the basic method (Sec. 5.4.1), and then describe its efficient implementation
in practice (Sec. 5.4.2).

5.4.1

Basic method

Our goal at run time is to apply a transfer function t(r) to the data at any given
voxel position p. According to Eq. 5.1, we do this by applying t(r) to the 1D voxel
footprint pdf fp (r). The latter is now contained in the 4D Gaussian mixture given by
Eq. 5.7. We therefore insert Eq. 5.7 into Eq. 5.1, and evaluate for a fixed 3D voxel
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position p := (x, y, z):
E [t(Xp )] =
=
where G(

s, r )

=G

s

⌦G

r

Z
Z

t(r)fp (r)dr,

(5.19)

k 1
1 X
t(r)
c i G(
wp i=0

s, r )

(µi

(p, r))dr,

(5.20)

is a separable 4D Gaussian kernel, and our expression

for fp (r) is a 1D pdf due to the normalization factor wp :
wp :=

Z X
k 1

c i G(

s, r )

(µi

(p, r))dr.

(5.21)

i=0

If we now split up µi =: (pi , ri ) into spatial (pi ) and range (ri ) coordinates, respectively,
and exploit that G(

s, r )

is separable, we get:

k 1
1 X
E [t(Xp )] =
ci G s (pi
wp i=0

Noting that all kernels G

r

p)

Z

t(r)G r (ri

r)dr.

(5.22)

are the same, we can write the integral in Eq. 5.22 as a

convolution, which significantly simplifies the equation to:
k 1
1 X
E [t(Xp )] =
ci G s (pi
wp i=0

p) t̃(ri ),

(5.23)

where the new function t̃(r) is defined as follows (cf. Eq. 5.12):
t̃(r) := (t ⇤ G r )(r) =

Zb

t(x)G r (r

x)dx,

(5.24)

a

where we have now denoted the interval of integration as [a, b], corresponding to the
domain of t(r), e.g., r 2 [0, 1] ⇢ R.
Similarly, Eq. 5.21 simplifies to (cf. Eq. 5.23):
wp =

k 1
X
i=0

ci G s (pi

p)Ḡ r (ri ),

(5.25)
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where the new function Ḡ r (r) is defined as (cf. Eq. 5.24):
Ḡ r (r) :=

Zb

G r (r

x) dx,

(5.26)

a

which is the integral of G r (·) centered at r and clamped to r 2 [a, b].
These derivations now yield the crucial observation that t̃(r) can be pre-computed
via a single 1D convolution (Eq. 5.24) for a given transfer function t(r), and that
Eq. 5.23 can be computed as a sum of simple look-ups and 3D (not 4D) convolutions.
Similarly for Ḡ r (r). This makes run time classification very efficient and easy to
implement.

5.4.2

Practical implementation

We now denote the spatial 3D neighborhood of voxel p as N (p), and obtain Gaussian
mixture coefficients (µi , ci ) = (pi , ri , ci ) from the data structure described in Sec. 5.3.
We can then write Eq. 5.23 as:
E [t(Xp )] =

1 X
G
wp
q2N (p)

s (q

p)

X
ci t̃(ri ).

(5.27)

(q i ,ri ,ci )
q=q i

We note that the second sum in Eq. 5.27 can be computed once per voxel p, and then
used in all spatial convolutions involving this voxel. This enables evaluating Eq. 5.27
as follows. We first use simple look-ups and summations to compute two intermediate
bricks T (p) and N (p):
T (p) :=

X

ci t̃(ri ), and N (p) :=

(pi ,ri ,ci )
p=pi

X

ci Ḡ r (ri ).

(5.28)

(pi ,ri ,ci )
p=pi

Then, both bricks T (p) and N (p) are convolved in the 3D spatial domain with G s (·),
and the classified output brick is obtained by dividing each voxel in T by the corre-
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sponding normalization factor in N :
E [t(Xp )] =

T ⇤G
N ⇤G

s
s

(p)
.
(p)

(5.29)

We pre-compute both t̃(r) (Eq. 5.24) and Ḡ r (r) (Eq. 5.26), storing each in a 1D
look-up table. Computationally, for each voxel we only have to sum over all look-ups
t̃(ri ) and Ḡ r (ri ) per ri , perform a 3D convolution for T and N each, followed by one
division per voxel.
Despite its simplicity, this approach (Eqs. 5.28 and 5.29) accurately evaluates
Eq. 5.20 for all voxels and any transfer function t(r).

5.5

Implementation for Large-Scale Volume Data

This section describes our implementation of the sparse pdf volume pre-computation
step that scales to large volume data.

5.5.1

Scalable out-of-core pre-computation

We have implemented the pre-computation of sparse pdf volumes in a scalable distributed framework illustrated in Fig. 5.5. This framework is realized entirely out-ofcore, so that data sets of arbitrary size can be processed. The framework is split up
into two main distributed components: (1) a bricking server, and (2) one or several
fitting servers.
5.5.1.1

Bricking server

The bricking server first reads the processing parameters and streams through the
input volume. During this process, it subdivides the volume into bricks of pre-defined
size, which in our case are 643 voxels. Each of these bricks is immediately written
back to disk into level `0 of the output data structure. A parallel thread then goes
through each set of 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 bricks in `0 , i.e., a neighborhood of 1283 voxels. This
neighborhood in turn corresponds to one 643 brick in level `1 . The server then creates
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a corresponding fitting request and pushes it into a request queue. Each fitting request
consists of the fitting parameters ( of Gaussian atoms, target size of output Gaussian
mixture), together with the list of 4D Gaussian components that are the kernel density
estimate of the voxel data. Once a fitting server finishes processing a fitting request
from the request queue, it sends back the resulting output 4D Gaussian mixture to the
bricking server. The bricking server then writes it into the output sparse pdf volume
on disk. Once level `1 is complete, the bricking server goes through each 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2
brick neighborhood in `1 , which likewise now represents the Gaussian mixture of a
1283 voxel neighborhood in `1 , and thus a 643 brick in level `2 . It then creates the
corresponding new fitting request. This process is repeated in an identical manner for
all remaining resolution levels.

input volume

level l0

level l1

gather input
voxel bricks

initial Gaussian mixture

store
sparse pdf bricks

bricking server
level l1

level l2

gather fitted
sparse pdf bricks

sparse Gaussian mixture

PRECOMPUTATION
input Gaussian mixture

store
sparse pdf bricks

sparse pdf
volumes

bricking server

sparse Gaussian mixture

approximation
using MP
approximation
using MP
approximation
using MP

fitting server
approximation
using MP
approximation
using MP
approximation
using MP

fitting server

Figure 5.5: Out-of-core distributed pre-processing pipeline. From the input
volume bricks, the bricking server creates a fitting request with the initial 4D Gaussian
mixture which it sends to an available fitting server. The fitting server then computes
the sparse Gaussian mixture that approximates the input mixture best and sends the
result back. The bricking server then compactly encodes the result into the output
data structure which is reloaded later on to compute the next level.
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5.5.1.2

Fitting server

The second component of our framework are the fitting servers, which fit a sparser
Gaussian mixture to an input Gaussian mixture using the parallel pursuit described in
Sec. 5.2.4. Each fitting server connects to the bricking server via a TCP/IP link. Once
connected, the bricking server assigns a thread to the new fitting server and sends
a fitting request from the request queue. After the transmission, the corresponding
thread will pause and wait for the result to be returned. The fitting servers take the
fitting request, i.e., an input Gaussian mixture, and process it in-core. The input
Gaussian mixture is uploaded to the GPU and processed via the CUDA part of our
framework (Sec. 5.5.2). Once the fitting is completed, the result is sent back to the
bricking server where the responsible worker thread wakes up and receives the sparse
Gaussian mixture data. This data is integrated into the output sparse pdf volume.
Should the fitting server not return the result within a pre-defined timeout, or should
the TCP/IP link be terminated, then the worker thread also wakes up and pushes the
corresponding fitting request back to the queue so that another fitting server can take
over.
An almost arbitrary number of fitting servers can connect to one bricking server.
Due to the use of simple TCP/IP links, the fitting servers can be located anywhere
as long as they can reach the bricking server via the network. These connections
can be established dynamically during the run time of the system, i.e., a new fitting
server can connect at any time, and existing servers can disconnect or fail without
terminating the overall computation.

5.5.2

Parallel pursuit on the GPU

In order to reduce pre-computation times, we use a CUDA implementation of the
parallel Matching Pursuit that is executed in the fitting servers. Other GPU and
compute languages such as OpenCL could also be used without much di↵erence. During
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the whole pursuit process, we maintain two Gaussian mixtures: (1) the residual, and
(2) the detected modes in each iteration. Since our Gaussian mixtures are sparse in
the whole 4D domain, and in order to facilitate fast neighborhood searches, we use a
linked list-based hash table [101] to store each Gaussian mixture. This hash table,
with a hashing function based on the work of Teschner et al. [102], allows us to quickly
insert multiple Gaussian components using atomic operations on the GPU.
We first copy the input Gaussian mixture into the residual hash table by simply
assigning a single thread for each component and performing parallel inserts into
the residual hash table. Then, in each iteration of the parallel pursuit, we deploy as
many threads as there are parallel mode searches to carry out. Each thread performs
mode finding using fixed-point iteration [99], starting from the 4D position of the
residual Gaussian component assigned to it. Once the modes have been detected,
each thread inserts its mode into the modes hash table. We then perform a parallel
search for overlaps using one thread per entry in the modes hash table. The maximum
non-overlapping modes are then inserted into the residual hash table, and the process
is repeated until the error threshold is met or the target number of output Gaussian
components is reached. Once the pursuit process is finished, the fitting server copies
the results from the GPU to the CPU, and sends the Gaussian mixture to the bricking
server.

5.6

Results and Comparisons

This section provides qualitative comparisons and quantitative results. We have used
the Shepp-Logan phantom (5123 ), the Visible Human (5122 ⇥ 1884), and a rat brain
blood vessel (microvasculature) data set (10243 ) acquired using knife-edge scanning
microscopy [103]. In this chapter, all data sets use 8-bit voxels. However, processing
12- or 16-bit data is straightforward, since we operate in a continuous 4D domain.
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Figure 5.6: Pdf approximation error analysis for the Visible Human data set.
(Left) We plot the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the approximated pdf against
the ground truth 256-bin histogram, averaged over all bricks. Sparse pdf volumes
preserve the pdf information best (highest PSNR values), and across all resolution
levels. (Right) We plot pdf approximation error distributions (histograms of error
values, i.e., di↵erences). Sparse pdf volumes have consistently smaller error values in
all resolution levels, compared to the standard down-sampled and single Gaussian
representation [51], respectively. The latter two exhibit large errors because they can
only represent a single value and a single mode, respectively. Each error value is a
point-wise di↵erence between ground truth pdf and approximated pdf in 4D.

5.6.1

Consistent multi-resolution volume rendering

The pdf approximation error analysis in Fig. 5.6 shows that sparse pdf volumes preserve
the voxel neighborhood pdfs in each resolution level much better than standard lowpass filtering and down-sampling, as well as the single Gaussian approximation [51],
respectively. This is the key to consistent volume rendering results even for coarse
resolutions. The ground truth for our error analysis is the full 256-bin histogram
(smoothed using

r

in Eq. 5.6), since this is the function that we want to preserve.

PSNR values are computed against this histogram.
Fig. 5.7 (b) shows that iteratively low-pass filtering and down-sampling the SheppLogan phantom introduces new values in the data which leads to inconsistency artifacts
in multi-resolution volume rendering. Fig. 5.7 (c) shows that using a single Gaussian
to represent voxel neighborhood pdfs is not sufficient to capture the multi-modal
nature of pdfs in lower resolutions, which also results in similar artifacts. In contrast,
sparse pdf volumes are able to accurately encode pdfs leading to (d) more consistent
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Figure 5.7: Shepp-Logan Phantom. We compare (a) the original 5123 volume
against (b,c,d,e) a down-sampled 1283 volume using (b) standard low-pass filtering
and down-sampling (1 byte/voxel), (c) one Gaussian per voxel (3 bytes/voxel), (d)
our sparse pdf volume (4 bytes/voxel), and (e) a full histogram (256 bins) per voxel as
“ground truth” (512 bytes/voxel). The PSNR between the pdfs in (d) vs. (e) is 44 dB.
multi-resolution volume renderings that are almost equivalent to (e) the ground truth
using a full histogram with 256 bins. Similarly, Figs. 5.8 (c,e,g) show that the coarser
resolutions of the visible human increasingly lose important values such as the bones
and teeth due to spatial pre-filtering and down-sampling, leading to inconsistent results
across levels. In comparison, sparse pdf volumes are able to retain the information of
the bones and teeth, leading to reduced inconsistency artifacts, as shown in the smooth
transitions from level to level in Figs. 5.8 (b,d,f). Even small details as in the blood
vessel data set depicted in Fig. 5.9 are consistently retained in the multi-resolution
volume rendering using sparse pdf volumes (Figs. 5.9 b,d,f). This is in contrast to
standard pre-filtering and down-sampling, where details dramatically disappear in the
coarser resolution levels (Figs. 5.9 c,e,g).
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Figure 5.8: Visible Human. (a) Volume rendering level `0 (5122 ⇥1884). Comparison
of volume rendering coarser levels (b, c) `1 (2562 ⇥ 942), (d, e) `2 (1282 ⇥ 471), and
(f, g) `3 (642 ⇥ 235). (Left column) Sparse pdf volumes. (Right column) Standard
pre-filtering and down-sampling. The logarithmic histograms of the standard data
representations are shown on the top along with the transfer function. The standard
representation loses more and more of the bones and teeth toward the coarser levels
due to low-pass filtering (observe the changing histograms), while sparse pdf volumes
are able to keep these important features consistently intact across levels.
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Figure 5.9: Blood Vessels. (Left column) Consistent multi-resolution volume rendering using sparse pdf volumes preserves details in the data for levels (b) `1 , (d) `2 ,
(f) `3 in contrast to decreasing details using (Right column) standard pre-filtering
and down-sampling for the same levels (c) `1 , (e) `2 , (g) `3 . The boxes in (d) and (e)
correspond to the zoom-in into level `0 (10243 ) shown in (a).
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Table 5.1: Pre-computation times using parallel pursuit (with 16 parallel fitting
server processes) and the average time for one 643 brick. Note that # bricks is given
for level `0 , but fitting starts at level `1 .
Data set
D1: Shepp-Logan
D2: Visible Human
D3: Blood Vessels

Resolution
5123
5122 ⇥ 1884
10243

# Bricks
512
1920
4096

1 Brick
5 min
4.7 min
5 min

Total
30 min
84 min
188 min

Table 5.2: Classification times. We use 643 bricks, and give average times per brick
(total/brick ), consisting of the time for computing Eq. 5.28 (ci ’s/brick ) and Eq. 5.29
(⇤/brick ). We also state the total time for classifying resolution level `1 (D1: 2563 ;
D2: 256 ⇥ 256 ⇥ 942).
Data set
D1: Shepp-Logan
D2: Visible Human

5.6.2

total `1
171 ms
660 ms

total / brick
2.67 ms
2.75 ms

ci ’s / brick
0.41 ms
0.49 ms

⇤ / brick
2.26 ms
2.26 ms

Performance and scalability

Pre-computation scalability. Table 5.1 gives pre-computation times for the data
sets that we have used. We have used 16 fitting server processes with a 3.07 GHz
Intel Xeon CPU and a Tesla M2070-Q GPU each. On a single node, these times
would roughly have to be multiplied by a factor of 16. Very importantly, despite the
quadratic complexity of Matching Pursuit in general, our pre-computation times scale
linearly with the data size, since we are subdividing the data into bricks and perform
the pursuit on each brick independently. On average, a fitting server takes 5 minutes
to process each 643 brick.
Our method also scales well in terms of the memory requirements of the precomputation with respect to the dimensionality of the domain (4D), since we do not
need to re-sample the pdf information for the fitting process. This is in contrast to
earlier work [16]. Moreover, our pre-computation method would also e↵ortlessly scale
to 12- or 16-bit data, since mode finding always operates in a continuous 4D domain.
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Table 5.3: Storage requirement comparison. The total storage requirements of
sparse pdf volumes (ours) are comparable to standard representations. Column (µ, )
is [51]; histogram stores 256 bins.
Data set
D1: Shepp-Logan
D2: Visible Human
D3: Blood Vessels

octree
175 MB
659 MB
1, 404 MB

(µ, )
219 MB
826 MB
1, 755 MB

ours
241 MB
909 MB
1, 930 MB

histogram
11, 361 MB
43, 257 MB
91, 044 MB

Classification performance. Using the optimized classification scheme described
in Sec. 5.4.2, we achieve high classification performance at run time, as illustrated
in Table 5.2. We execute the classification step only when the transfer function
changes, and also classify only the currently visible bricks. In order to do this, we have
integrated volume classification and rendering with sparse pdf volumes into an existing
large-scale out-of-core ray-caster [12]. Apart from the modified classification of bricks,
the volume renderer did not need to be modified at all. Based on the classification
approach described in Sec. 5.4.2, the volume renderer performs pre-classified volume
rendering [104]. That is, the ray-caster fetches pre-classified RGBA values from the
volume bricks, which are stored in an RGBA cache texture. An important consequence
is that volume rendering frame rates are independent of the sparse pdf volume method.
Rendering performance is exactly the same as for standard pre-classified volume
rendering.
Storage requirements. Table 5.3 summarizes the storage required for each of
our test data sets in comparison with standard volume representations. For a fair
comparison, we use a brick size of 643 and four ghost (boundary) voxels in each
spatial dimension throughout. We compare with an octree with 8 bits per voxel, single
Gaussian (µ, ) [51] with 24 bits per voxel (8-bit quantized µ, 16-bit float ), and the
full histogram representation with 256 bins and a 16-bit float per bin. Note that these
values include the fixed storage requirement of level `0 (8 bits per voxel). The coarsest
levels for D1, D2, and D3 that we have computed are levels `3 (D1), `4 (D2), and `4
(D3), respectively. Coarser resolution levels would already be smaller than a single
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brick for the entire volume. All sparse pdf volume representations used in this chapter
use 643 coefficients in each 643 voxel brick, i.e., on average (over the brick) there is
a single coefficient per each voxel. This fact together with Table 5.3 shows that the
sparse pdf volume representation is able to find a very good balance between storage
overhead and the quality of the encoded pdf information. In all results, we have used
s

= 0.6 and

r

= 4/256 for the dictionary Gaussian hµ .

Volume compression. We have not performed a direct comparison with volume
compression methods, since we believe that our goals are quite di↵erent. It would,
however, be possible to use a general compression method on top of the sparse pdf
volume representation, i.e., performing an additional compression step after the sparse
pdf volume has been computed. This, however, would require de-compressing before
volume classification. In contrast, an important property of sparse pdf volumes is
that classification is performed directly on the sparse representation, i.e., without any
explicit “de-compression” step.

5.7

Conclusions

Our sparse pdf volume representation for large-scale volume data compactly and
accurately encodes the hierarchical pdf information of large multi-resolution volumes,
which facilitates consistent multi-resolution volume rendering. In contrast to standard
volume compression methods, our goal is not to reduce the memory size of the volume
itself, but to encode much more information without requiring an impractical amount
of additional storage, as well as avoiding explicit de-compression for volume rendering.
Our representation supports fast direct classification using the sparse encoding. We
have shown that the representation of pdfs as a mixture of 4D Gaussians, and the
corresponding parallel simplification, make pre-processing fast enough to achieve
practical pre-computation times for large volume data.
Nevertheless, the pre-computation times are still the main bottleneck of our method
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and would be important to reduce in future work. However, it is a crucial property of
our method that once a sparse pdf volume has been pre-computed, it does not require
much more storage than standard methods that encode much less information, and
facilitates real-time volume rendering with interactive transfer function changes with
minimal changes to existing volume renderers.
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Chapter 6
Patch Sets for Interactive
User-Driven Exploration of
Gigapixel Images
This chapter is based on the manuscript Patch Sets for Interactive Exploration of
Gigapixel Images (Appendix C), which is under preparation for submission.
As discussed in Sec. 1.3, using standard representations with typical pan and zoom
interactions alone is not practical for exploring high-resolution gigapixel images, i.e.,
for finding interesting regions. The single previous work [1] on assisted exploration of
gigapixel images prescribes what is interesting, thus, is not completely user-driven.
In this chapter, we introduce patch sets for user-driven patch-based exploration
of gigapixel images. Patch sets group and encode patches by similarity via a permutohedral lattice (p-lattice) in a user-defined Euclidean feature space. Patches whose
features fall within the same p-lattice Voronoi cell are considered similar. These
cells together with the scale ⇥ space addresses of their corresponding patches are
encoded. Sets of p-lattice cells and patch addresses comprise a patch set representation.
Fast set operations on these sets facilitate patch set queries which help users quickly
reduce patches in the patch set into a subset they are interested in. Our exploration
framework—GigaPatchExplorer—provides a visual user interface for patch set-based
image exploration via patch sets and dynamic queries.
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Notation
To facilitate discussion, we first provide our notation, borrowing from highdimensional Gaussian filtering literature [81]. Let f : S ⇢ RdS ! R ⇢ RdR be
a signal that associates each point from its dS -dimensional domain S to a value in
its dR -dimensional range R. In our framework, our signal is essentially a collection
of multi-resolution images with patch-based high-dimensional features. Instead of S
being the typical set of pixel positions, we treat the combined scale [18] and space
domains of multi-resolution images as our new scale ⇥ space domain S. In addition,
we deal with high-dimensional Euclidean feature spaces, particularly the MPEG-7
color structure descriptor [67] (CSD) and the log-Euclidean region covariance [69],
which we described earlier (Sec. 2.4). Thus, let {p0 , . . . , pN

1}

be the set of N samples

obtained by sampling S where each pi is referred to as a patch. We define a patch as
a K ⇥ K pixel sub-region of an image, which is identified by its dS = 4 dimensional
patch address or scale ⇥ space coordinates, i.e., pi := (gi , xi , yi , li ). In each patch
address pi , gi is a unique id associated to the particular source image of the patch,
(xi , yi ) is the spatial position of the central pixel of the patch, and li is the scale or
resolution level of the image in which the patch belongs. A patch address pi therefore
allows us to fetch any particular patch centered at position (xi , yi ) from resolution
level li of image gi in a collection of multi-resolution images. We also borrow the
abbreviated notation fi = f (pi ), and simply refer to fi as the feature or patch feature
of pi , and refer to the range R as feature space.
Permutohedral lattice
Our patch sets representation uses a permutohedral lattice (p-lattice) for grouping
and encoding high-dimensional patch features. Here, we provide its detailed description
and related concepts. A d dimensional p-lattice is the projection of the scaled regular
!
grid (d + 1)Zd+1 along the d + 1 dimensional vector 1 d+1 = [1, 1, ..., 1] onto the
!
hyperplane Hd : !
x · 1 = 0, which is the subspace of Rd+1 in which coordinates sum to
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zero [80]. It is also referred to as the A⇤n lattice [105]. It was previously used by Adams
et al. [80] to speed up high-dimensional Gaussian filtering by leveraging its fast and
efficient sampling of high-dimensional feature spaces, i.e., by quickly finding closest
lattice simplices and neighbors of lattice points. The p-lattice simplices, illustrated
in Fig. 6.2, are identical, high-dimensional tetrahedra that tesselate space. As in
Gaussian filtering [80], we also use the p-lattice for grouping similar patches together.
However, instead of using simplices, we use the Voronoi cells of the p-lattice, shown
in Fig. 6.2, as our fast grouping mechanism, i.e., patch features within a Voronoi cell
are considered similar; and each cell is identified by its corresponding lattice point.
This similarity grouping by p-lattice Voronoi cells allows us to (1) compute the group
of any patch feature by fast closest lattice point computations [106], (2) perform set
operations on sets of cells to facilitate patch set queries, and (3) visualize and explore
patches guided by feature similarity. Note that this is only feasible for Euclidean
feature spaces.
Another property of the p-lattice that is crucial to the interactivity of patch sets is
that it is not data-dependent unlike standard patch-based representations [79, 81, 82,
83, 84, 85, 86], which need full re-computation when patches are added or removed.
In addition, tree-based data structures [79, 84, 85] also potentially skip regions in
feature space with low number of sample points, i.e., anomalies in feature space, which
is undesirable since these could correspond to interesting regions. In contrast, the
p-lattice covers and represents the whole feature space.
Main Contribution. The major contribution of our approach is the patch set-based
exploration of large-scale images. Through user-driven querying of patch sets, the user
can explore a large gigapixel image. Our GigaPatchExplorer framework facilitates the
design of what is interesting for a specific user in a specific scenario. Our approach
scales to billions of patches on a regular desktop computer.
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6.1

GigaPatchExplorer Framework

Our exploration framework, which we call GigaPatchExplorer, facilitates patch setbased gigapixel image exploration (Fig. 6.1 (d)) using patch sets and patch set queries
via its visual user interface.

6.1.1

Method Overview

An overview of our GigaPatchExplorer framework is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. To start
exploring an image, its patch set representation is first interactively computed (a).

biker reg.cov.

(a) image to patch set computation

(b) images archive

brown rocks
biker_csd_200

black rocks

biker_rc_6

Thr<1

Thr<1

biker_csd_200_thr

biker_rc_6_thr

filtered trees
And

biker CSD
buildings

biker_csd_200_thr_And_biker_rc_6_thr

patch set query

user

joint patch set and
image exploration

biker salient

(c) patch set library

(d) user-driven patch set-based image exploration

Figure 6.1: Our GigaPatchExplorer framework facilitates user-driven patch setbased image exploration (d) via its patch sets and patch set queries. Interactive patch
set computation (a) automatically lists the image in our images archive (b). User
designed patch set queries (d, left) enable users to define what is interesting. Jointly
using the patch set and image explorer interfaces (d, right) enables patch-set based
image exploration. Patch sets can be saved/loaded to/from the patch set library (c),
giving users fast access to patch sets that are specialized for their individual needs.
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The image is automatically listed in the images archive (b) in order to keep track of
the mapping between images and the gi coordinates in patch addresses. User-defined
queries (d, left) help users quickly filter out uninteresting groups of patches in the patch
set. Patch set queries are composed of interconnected patch sets and set operators.
Patches in the patch set can be grouped by similarity, sorted by uniqueness, and
visualized in the context of the image by jointly using the patch set and image explorer
interfaces (d, right) of our framework. User designed patch sets can be saved/loaded
to/from the patch set library (c), allowing users to design and use patch sets that are
specially tailored for their individual exploration scenarios.

6.1.2

Patch Set Representation

The patch set representation, illustrated in Fig. 6.2, groups and encodes its input
patches by similarity via a p-lattice in a user-specified feature space. A patch set uses
a p-lattice to group patch features according to similarity by using p-lattice Voronoi
cells as a grouping mechanism, i.e., all patch features in the same Voronoi cell are
considered similar. Each group can thus be uniquely identified by the dR -dimensional
lattice-point coordinates of its corresponding cell, i.e., the central point of its Voronoi
cell. This crucially means that finding the group to which a patch belongs to can be
computed by finding its feature’s closest p-lattice point using fast methods [106]. The
extent or level of similarity in these groups is proportional to the size

of the Voronoi

cells. This grouping strategy is the basis of patch set queries and exploration, i.e., we
can compare features between two patch sets by performing set operations on their
p-lattice cells, and we can explore patches according to their grouping by similarity.
A patch set encodes patches pi 2 S and their corresponding features fi 2 R in its
cell set C and address set P . Its main parameters are its feature space and .
The cell set, denoted by C, is a set of elements {c0 , c1 , c2 , ...} 2 R, where each
cj corresponds to a Voronoi cell of the p-lattice to which at least one fi has been
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Figure 6.2: The patch set representation (right) groups and encodes its input
patches (left) by similarity via a permutohedral lattice in feature space. A patch set is
composed of its cell set C and address set P . P is the set of scale ⇥ space addresses
of the contained patches, while C is the set of p-lattice Voronoi cells corresponding to
the similarity grouped features of these patches. Each p-lattice Voronoi cell is uniquely
identified by its central sample point (red dots) so finding the cell, and thus the group,
for any feature simply means finding its closest lattice point. The main parameters of
a patch set are (1) its feature space, and (2) its p-lattice’s cell size .
associated, i.e., a non-empty cell. Encoding only non-empty cells allows us to compactly
represent the cell set using a hash table data structure [80]. We can think of C as a
feature histogram with each cj serving as a bin with boundaries defined by its Voronoi
cell and bin widths . However, instead of storing the count of features fi that get
mapped to it, each cj stores a list of patch addresses pi corresponding to these features.
The set of all patch addresses constitute the address set.
The address set, denoted by P , is a set of elements {p0 , p1 , ...pN

1}

corresponding

to scale ⇥ space addresses pi of patches in the patch set. Recall that each patch is
uniquely identified by its 4 dimensional address (gi , xi , yi , li ). The coordinates gi and li
allow patches to come from di↵erent images and resolution levels, enabling operations
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between patch sets from two or more source images at multiple scales. We keep track
of the mapping between g and source images in our images archive (Fig. 6.1 (b)).
Patch set parameters. Any patch set is specified by only few parameters mainly
(1) its Euclidean feature space, and (2) the cell size
is conceptually the same as the

c

of its p-lattice. The

parameter

parameter for controlling the amount of color

smoothing in p-lattice based Gaussian filtering [80]. These parameters essentially
dictate how patches will be grouped within a patch set. In addition, the user can
also specify how patches of the source image are sampled, ranging from coarse (few
overlapping patches) to finest (one patch per pixel) sampling. Encoding all patches of
an image can lead to very high redundancy and increased computational cost, and is
not always desirable. Therefore, by default, we take patch samples with overlaps of
half the patch-size. Specifically, we use a patch size of 64 ⇥ 64 with sampling interval
of 32 ⇥ 32 along x and y.
Patch set computation. Given a feature space, cell size , and patch sampling
rate, a patch set can be computed from an image by
1. initializing the sets: C = ?, P = ?,
2. then for each sample patch pi and its computed fi , populate the sets using:
P = (P [ pi ) and C = (C [ cj ),

cj = [fi ], where [·] denotes the closest

p-lattice point [106].

6.1.3

Patch Set Queries

Patch set queries help users progressively refine the large patch set of their input
gigapixel image into a smaller interesting subset. Patch set queries are described
by graphs of interconnected patch sets, and set operators namely: IN, !IN (not in),
AND, OR, and THR (threshold). An operator takes one or two input patch sets to
generate an output patch set, though multiple operators can be interconnected for
more sophisticated queries. These operators can (1) find salient patches, (2) find
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dis/similar patches, and (3) combine address or cell sets via set unions or intersections
on either P or C. In our operator discussion below, we denote a patch set as Hk
and its corresponding cell set as Ck and address set Pk . Note that for operators with
two inputs, the order of connecting them to the operator during user specification
determines which patch set is the reference (drawn with red arrow) and which is the
input (drawn with black arrow) (see Fig. 6.3 c).
The IN operator finds patches in an input patch set Hin that are similar to the
patches in a reference patch set Href . Similarity across patch sets simply corresponds
to cells in the cell sets that are common across the two. More formally, Cout = {c | cj 2
(Cref \ Cin )} and Pout = {p | pi 2 Pin , pi 2 Cout }. Note that pi 2 Cout corresponds
to all patch addresses whose patch features have been mapped to cells cj 2 Cout .
The !IN operator, illustrated in Fig. 6.3, finds patches in Hin that are dissimilar
to the patches in Href . This operator outputs cells in Cin whose corresponding cells
in Cref are empty. Formally, Cout = {c | cj 2 (C̄ref \ Cin )}, where C̄ref is the
complement of Cref , and Pout = {p | pi 2 Pin , pi 2 Cout }.
The AND operator performs an intersection operation on address sets, and is
typically used to combine the results of two previous operators. It performs Pout =
Pin \ Pref first, and then Cout = {c | cj 2 Pout }, where cj 2 Pout corresponds to the
cells of the patches pi 2 Pout .
The OR operator performs a union operation on address sets, and is usually used for
constructing patch sets, e.g., combining patch sets from several region selections. It
performs Pout = Pin [ Pref , and Cout = Cin [ Cref .
The THR operator allows extracting cells of Cin that satisfy a threshold condition
described by <, =, or > followed by a threshold value in percentage. This percentage
corresponds to the percentage of a cell’s patch count with respect to the global
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(a) reference (selections)

(b) input (biker)

Href

Hin

!In
(c) query
biker

selections

Hout
!In

(d) output (interesting)

interesting

Figure 6.3: A patch set query (c) is composed of interconnected input Hin and
reference Href patch sets, and operators that perform set operations on cell and address
sets of patch sets. Here, we illustrate how a query can be used to remove uninteresting
patches in Hin . In this example, a !IN operator is applied to Hin composed of all
patches of the input Biker image (b), using Href composed of patches from user
selected uninteresting regions, i.e., selections on sky and floor (a). Set operations on
the p-lattices (middle) result in Hout containing the dissimilar patches between Href
and Hin , shown as yellow dots in (d). The p-lattice figures illustrate conceptually what
happens in region covariance feature space with = 6 for this particular example.
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(a) input
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(b) ground truth saliency (c) salient (RegCov,

= 50)
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(g) result of operation [(c) AND (f)]
biker_csd_200

biker_rc_6
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biker_rc_6_thr

And
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Figure 6.4: Salient or unique patch sets can be computed using di↵erent query
designs. One way, illustrated here with the input (a), is by using the <THR operator
to extract patches in cells with size < 1% of the total patch count. This is done in
two di↵erent feature spaces: region covariance (c) and CSD (d, e,f). The parameter
controls the strictness of the saliency detector, i.e., bigger increases cell sizes in the
p-lattice producing less cells with size < 1%. This is illustrated in (d, e, f) where less
and less patches are considered unique as is increased. The AND operator can be
used to combine the results between two THR operators, e.g., between (c) and (f) to
get a better result (g) which is comparable to the ground truth saliency map (b) [107].
A preview of our user interface in (g) also shows the example query (right).
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patch count of the whole patch set. For instance, given a patch set Hin with 100
patches and only two cells in Cin , where c0 has 20 patches and c1 has 80 patches,
applying a THR of < 50% will result in Cout containing only c0 . Formally, Cout =
{c |cj 2 Cin , cj satisfies THR} and Pout = {p | pi 2 Pin , pi 2 Cout }, where THR is the
thresholding condition.
In combination with these operators, the user can change the cell size

parameter

to add some semantics to the queries. For example, to find salient or unique patches
in feature space, a big

can be used together with the < THR operator. Fig. 6.4

demonstrates such an example, and also shows how the

6.1.4

parameter a↵ects the results.

User Interface

The GigaPatchExplorer framework facilitates patch set-based image exploration
(Fig. 6.1(d)) by querying, visualizing, and editing patch sets via its visual user
interface. We first describe the di↵erent parts of the user interface as shown in Fig. 6.5,
then describe some of its important components in detail.
The query editor (a) provides an interface for designing queries. It displays visual
representations of active patch sets (icons) and queries (graphs or interconnected icons
of patch sets and operators). It facilitates the creation of patch sets, setting of feature
parameters, and query design via a diagram editor interface. Patch set icons are
colored green, while an operator icon takes the color of its input patch set’s feature
space. The list of color-coded feature spaces that the user can choose from is shown
on the left of the query editor. The user can add new features and reassign colors.
The image explorer (b) provides a standard interface for exploring a multiresolution gigapixel image, i.e., it enables panning, zooming, and selection on an
image. However, in addition to these standard interaction, our image explorer provides
visualization capabilities tailored to our patch set-based exploration. It is tightly
coupled with the patch set explorer (e) to support (1) visualization of scale ⇥ space
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addresses using color-coded patch pointers, (2) automatic panning and zooming to any
patch of interest, and (3) multi-scale selections for patch sampling (Sec. 6.1.4.2). The
patch set explorer (e), provides an interface for visualizing, sorting, and exploring
patches that are grouped by similarity in a patch set. The joint use of the image
and patch set explorer interfaces is described in more detail in Sec. 6.1.4.1. A visual
histogram (d) of the current patch set’s cell set provides insight on how the patches
are distributed in feature space to determine THR operator specification. It is typically
displayed side by side with the patch explorer since it also highlights visible cells.
At runtime, the user can save/load patch sets to/from the patch set library (c)
by dragging-and-dropping patch set icons to/from the query editor, allowing users to
design specialized patch set collections (Sec. 6.1.4.3).
6.1.4.1

Joint Patch Set and Image Exploration

The joint use of the image and patch set explorer interfaces (Figs. 6.5 (b, e)) facilitates
new ways of visualizing and exploring an image jointly with its patch sets, ultimately
providing meaningful assisted exploration of gigapixel images.
The patch set explorer visualizes a patch set via a 2D matrix of patches that are
grouped by similarity and sorted by uniqueness. By default, each row corresponds to
a single cell cj containing patches that are considered similar by the patch set. This
grouping presents advantages such as capturing semantic concepts, and presenting
summarized representations of many patches in one place (also depicted in Fig. 6.6).
In some cases, in addition to visual similarity, the cells correspond to some semantic
concept, e.g., walls, windows, light bulbs, or more fuzzy concepts such as patches
with many criss-crossing edges (see Fig. 6.5 (e), for example). The similarity based
grouping is also some way of summarizing some concept or semantics in the image,
which can help reduce exploration time and e↵ort. Conceptually, each cell’s displayed
patches can be further summarized by replacing them with a representative patch,
e.g., average patch as in [76] or a median.

Thr

campus_csd200_thr

Thr

campus_rc6_thr

(e)

(b)

Figure 6.5: GigaPatchExplorer’s user interface is composed of the query editor (a), image explorer (b), patch set library
(c), visual histogram (d), and the patch set explorer (e). Here, the screen is captured while exploring the Campus gigapixel image.
Each component can be toggled, resized, and repositioned to enable personalization according to user preference, ranging from
the most basic unguided exploration, with only the image explorer enabled, to the fully guided exploration using all components.
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Figure 6.6: Our patch set explorer coupled with the image explorer uses patch
sets to group together and summarize potential semantically similar objects, e.g., trees,
and to find interesting patterns in the image that are revealed by patch distributions,
e.g., which regions of the image are the most unique. Here, a list of selected cells of
the patch set in Fig. 6.7 (f) are displayed together with their corresponding patch
pointers (color-coded). The yellow patch pointers correspond to cells that are not in
the list.
The rows in the patch explorer are sorted according to size or the number of
patches in their corresponding cells. The user can change the sorting order and scroll
down to browse the cells by size. In many cases, the size of the cells corresponds to the
saliency of its patches, i.e., cells with low patch counts tend to be unique and therefore
salient. In these cases, sorting the cells by size allows browsing patches according
to saliency or uniqueness. In the example in Fig. 6.5, the final interesting patch set
(final result of query (c)) is being explored. Its rows are sorted in descending number
of patches and currently show repetitive patches such as walls, windows, and light
bulbs in the top row. The current sorting order is implicitly displayed in the visual
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histogram (d).
In addition to visualizing grouped patches via the patch set explorer, the user can
also visualize where the patches in each cell are located within the context of the
gigapixel image being explored. To do this, the user simply needs to right-click a cell
of interest to show its patches’ distribution in the gigapixel image. This is illustrated
in our screen capture of an example scenario in Fig. 6.5. The image explorer (b)
displays patch pointers overlayed on the gigapixel image to inform the user of the scale
⇥ space positions of this cell’s patches (see inset in (b) for better view). Currently, our
patch pointers are visualized via semi-transparent point sprites color-coded according
to which resolution level they come from (red for fine resolution levels, yellow for
current, blue for coarse). The color coding informs the user of the distribution of
patches across scale, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 6.5(b).
Furthermore, when the user’s mouse pointer hovers on top of a patch, the patch
pops out of the patch explorer and gets displayed with its background region to provide
context (Fig. 6.5(e)). A square indicator also gets displayed on the image explorer,
specifying where the current hovered patch is located in image space.
By browsing through the grouped patches via the patch set explorer and visualizing
their scale ⇥ space positions within the gigapixel image via the image explorer, the
user is able to perform patch set-based exploration. In our framework, the patch set
and image explorer interfaces facilitate exploration by helping the user decide what to
inspect and where to look, and ultimately how to proceed with queries and editing.
6.1.4.2

Manual Patch Set Editing

In addition to patch set queries, GigaPatchExplorer also allows manual editing of
patch sets, i.e., adding patches via multi-scale selection, and deleting patches via cell
deletion.
Multi-scale selection is used to add patches to a target patch set from a userspecified region of interest (defined by a rectangular selection) on an image. In addition
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to the spatial constraint, the user can also specify the depth of a selection which
specifies at which resolution levels the patch sampling will take place. The user can
create patch sets from selections to create examples from the current image to be used
for filter operations, e.g., finding dis/similar patches as in Figs. 6.3, 6.8.
Manual cell deletion, on the other hand, can be used to directly remove cells
from a patch set without using any queries. Since the patches are grouped by similarity,
the removal process is made easier and faster compared to going to each area of interest
and deleting region groups as in [1].
6.1.4.3

Patch Set Library

The user can save/load patch sets to/from the patch set library. The patch set
library not only facilitates interactive exploration by allowing quick loading of presaved patch sets during exploration, but also allows the user to organize meaningful
patch sets that are specialized for particular exploration scenarios. Since di↵erent
users might have di↵erent exploration patterns and di↵erent meanings of interesting,
it is anticipated that they come up with di↵erent output patch sets that contain what
is interesting to them. The user can create and organize a patch set library that is
helpful in a specific use case scenario, e.g., a user exploring landscape images might
have tree and sky patch sets in the library.

6.2

Results and Applications

We illustrate the versatility of using GigaPatchExplorer in several illustrative examples.
We group our applications into those based on finding salient patches, and those based
on dis/similarity. However, it is important to note that more sophisticated applications
can be built on top of the same framework by designing patch set queries using a
combination of image sources, features, and operators.
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6.2.1

Finding Salient Patches

The e↵ectiveness of using our framework to find salient or unique patches is demonstrated in Figs. 6.4, 6.5, and 6.7.
Fig. 6.7 gives an overview of an exploration scenario using GigaPatchExplorer. We
create patch sets in CSD and region covariance feature spaces then apply a threshold
to the cells of the two patch sets, resulting in the salient cells (Fig. 6.7(b) and (c)). A
patch set intersection results in a smaller, more salient subset of patches (Fig. 6.7(f)).
The resulting patch set is again grouped into cells which makes it easier to quickly
look through all of them. The example of Fig. 6.7 shows that we can reach a result
that is very similar to the saliency guided approach of [1]. However, in contrast to
their approach a user can reach this result through a sequence of informed decisions,
deliberately designing the meaning of what is interesting. The final output patch set
Fig. 6.7(f) captures salient regions that even match community user tagged interest
regions in gigapan.org.
Similarly, Fig. 6.4 shows how the salient patches of an input image’s patch set
were computed using our framework, first using two di↵erent feature spaces separately,
and then combining the results into one improved result using the AND operator. We
found in our experiments that combining results works well with the region covariance
and CSD features though conceptually, other feature spaces can be introduced. The
input data (a) and the ground truth saliency map (b) in this figure are from [107].
Using our patch set explorer interface enables a more efficient and informed
exploration of the gigapixel image given the salient patch set since the patches can be
explored according to similarity and uniqueness, demonstrated by additional views
of the patch set in Fig. 6.7(f) shown in Fig. 6.6. Moreover, our exploration scenario
in Fig. 6.5 (described in Sec. 6.1.4.1) illustrates the kind of guided exploration that
the patch set and image explorer interfaces provide the user in combination with the
detected salient patch set.

(e) patch set explorer
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Figure 6.7: GigaPatchExplorer enables users to filter billions of possible exploration regions or patches of gigapixel images (a)
into a manageable subset (f) using patch set queries (d). Using queries, the salient subset of a patch set can be found for a given
feature space: (a) shows an input image, (b) shows region covariance after thresholding, and (c) shows MPEG-7 color structure
after thresholding using THR. The red dots indicate patches in a patch set. Using the AND operator results in the intersection of
the patch sets (b) and (c). This reduces the patch sets into a more manageable, more salient patch set (f). Several of the patches
in (f), shown with context in (g), match community user tagged interest regions from gigapan.org. The patch set explorer (e)
visualizes the patch sets according to the similarity grouping of the permutohedral lattice in the region covariance feature space.
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In most of our THR operators, we used
and

= 6 for the region covariance feature

= 200 for CSD. As illustrated in Fig. 6.4, the

parameter is used to adjust the

saliency detection, and the user can tweak this parameter as needed.

6.2.2

Finding Dis/Similar Patches

GigaPatchExplorer enables exploration of image regions according to dis/similarity.
This has been previewed in Fig. 6.3, where the patches corresponding to the biker
were detected by computing the dissimilarity of the input patch set with the selections
from the sky and floor regions. Looking at the result (d) in more detail shows that
aside from patches from the biker, some patches between the sky and floor, as well
as the ramp on the floor, were included in the output because they are dissimilar to
the flat sky and floor examples in the selections. Here, we used the region covariance
feature with

= 1.

Similarly, Fig. 6.8 shows how GigaPatchExplorer can be used to find similar looking
patches within a gigapixel image. Even at the coarse resolutions, the lady in gold
skirt noticeably appears in multiple areas in the image. With the lady as the object
of interest, the user can design a query to find similar looking patches instead of
searching manually by panning and zooming. Here, the user first builds a patch set for
the lady Hlady via multi-scale selection (yellow region in (a)). However, some patches
of the selection have similar appearance to the walls which have very similar color
to the lady’s skin and dress. Thus, the user makes another patch set from the wall
Hwall (blue selection in (a)) to serve as reference for removing wall patches from Hlady .
The !IN operator between Hlady and Hwall results in a refined patch set for the lady
Href ined . Href ined is then used to find the lady in the patch set of the whole input
image Hinput via the IN operator, resulting in the final output Houtput . Patches of
Houtput are displayed in (d) with zoomed-in snapshots (b, c). This shows that the
query (f) we described above results in a patch set that captures several patches
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corresponding to the lady across several scales or resolution levels. Part of the success
of the query is the multi-scale selection for constructing Hlady that takes samples from
the interesting object from di↵erent resolution levels.
Noticeably, Houtput displayed in (d) still contains patches from the walls or bricks
due to close similarity of their features with some patches of the lady, as shown in
(e). This can be attributed to the fact that feature spaces are not perfect or simply,
perfect object detection is a hard task and is not the focus of our work. The user can
still improve the output via further queries or manual edits, if desired. Here, we used
the region covariance feature with

6.3

= 1.

Implementation Details and Performance

Here we describe some implementation details that enable our framework to facilitate
interactive exploration, and show some performance measures.
Internal data structure. The cell set C of a patch set, uses a data structure similar
to [80] where a p-lattice is used for indexing, with a hash table to store the sparse
set of non empty cell coordinates. Table 6.1 shows construction times of this data
structure. Note that these computations are only done once on an image when it is
newly added to the framework, and crucially do not involve the existing images in
the images archive. The feature rows of the table corresponds to how long it takes to
compute the features from the image patches, while the construction rows correspond
to how long it takes to build the patch sets given the features.

Patch feature computations. We use OpenCV’s feature detection and extraction
interface for efficient patch feature computations, and also to make it easy for users to
add features via its well established API. We use a CUDA implementation of some
feature computations such as region covariance, and RGB statistics (see Appendix B
for examples using RGB statistics) to achieve 4X to 5X speedups compared to CPU

(e)

lady

In

lady_in_city

lady_in_city_In_lady_!In_wall

lady_!In_wall

!In

wall

(f) patch set query

Figure 6.8: Finding patches by dis/similarity is enabled by a patch set query (f). In this example, the user is interested in
finding several instances of the lady within the input Miss Pixie image (a). The user first creates a patch set corresponding to
the lady, i.e., the interesting object, using multi-scale selection (Sec. 6.1.4.2) (yellow selection in (a)). To remove similar looking
patches from walls in the lady patch set, the user applies a !IN operator with a patch set of the wall selection (blue selection in
(a)) as reference. Finally, the user applies an IN operator to the patch set of the input image with the lady patch set as reference
leading to (d) with zoom-ins in (b, c). The results (d) still contain patches from walls as shown in (e) due to patch similarities.

(c) zoomed in result (right side)

(b) zoomed in result (left side)

(a) input overview with selections

(d) user interface showing query results
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Table 6.1: Processing times for feature computation and patch sets construction on
the CPU and GPU. All times are in seconds.

feature
construction
region covariance
feature
construction
=1
region covariance
feature
construction
=6
size in Gigapixels
RGB statistics

Campus
cpu gpu
49
10
1
1
85
15
1
4
81
14
1
4
0.37

Miss Pixie
cpu gpu
175
44
3
3
280
79
6
16
300
64
4
14
1.22

Royal Gorge
cpu gpu
216
70
4
4
359
84
6
18
352
77
5
17
1.36

implementations (see Table 6.1). All the experiments were performed on a machine
running Windows 8.1 with an Intel Xeon E5-2698 v3 CPU, 128 GB of RAM, and an
NVIDIA GTX Titan Black GPU.

6.4

Conclusions

We have shown that the richness of gigapixel images can be explored e↵ectively using
the simple concepts of patches and patch sets that form the inputs to dynamic queries.
The GigaPatchExplorer framework leverages these concepts to allow users to combine
the strengths of di↵erent feature spaces and formulate the semantics of a desired
filtered output using a logical combination of these di↵erent feature spaces. The
representation of feature spaces via the permutohedral lattice enables the efficient
implementation of queries in high-dimensional feature spaces and makes the evaluation
of complex queries at run time practical.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Discussion
We end this dissertation with a summary of our contributions and a discussion of
limitations, as well as potential future work.

7.1

Summary

This dissertation presents several novel multi-resolution representations for large-scale
images and volumes that are based on their probabilistic interpretation in the joint
space ⇥ range domain. We demonstrate that these compact representations facilitate
accurate non-linear operations and user-driven exploration in interactive settings.
Our sparse pdf map representation is the first to consistently and compactly store a
pre-computed representation of the continuous 1D probability distribution describing
the neighborhood of each image pixel in each level of an image pyramid. This
representation provides efficient and easy means for directly using this pdf information
for accurate non-linear operator evaluation anywhere in its multi-resolution hierarchy.
Similarly, our sparse pdf volumes representation is a compact, sparse representation
of pdfs in multi-resolution volumes. These pdfs enable consistent multi-resolution
volume rendering via our data structure that is optimized for efficient parallel volume
classification and rendering on GPUs, using only simple and fast convolutions at
run time. The crucial insight in our work is that instead of working with individual
1D pdfs, we work with joint pdfs in the joint space ⇥ range domain of images and
volumes. This allows us to achieve a quality similar to storing full histograms, but
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requiring considerably less storage. For both representations, we describe an out-ofcore framework for efficient parallel computation of sparse pdf representations for
large-scale image and volume data.
We also introduce our patch set representation for large-scale images that enables
interactive and user-driven exploration of gigapixel images in our GigaPatchExplorer
framework. Patch sets encode and group patch features by similarity in our p-lattice
based data structure, enabling efficient set operators in Euclidean feature spaces.
User-driven querying of patch sets and interactive exploration facilitates the design of
what is interesting for a specific user in a specific scenario.

7.2

Discussion and Limitations

Here we present some limitations of each representation, and suggest some potential
directions for improvement.

7.2.1

Sparse PDF Maps

We envision sparse pdf maps as a powerful alternative to regular image pyramids,
however enabling filter evaluation to exploit direct access to local distribution functions
with a minimal storage overhead.
Approximation quality. Sparse pdf maps o↵er surprisingly good approximation
quality with very few coefficients, e.g., the same number of coefficients as image pixels,
by exploiting the coherence between neighboring pdfs in the 3D (space ⇥ range) domain.
This property also enables accurate approximation with Gaussians of constant size.
However, it would be interesting to experiment with adaptive (possibly anisotropic)
kernels in the future. For most images, a Gaussian reconstruction kernel Wj of size
5 ⇥ 5 with just one coefficient chunk achieves very good quality, both visually and
numerically. The only exceptions that we have encountered are images with very
high frequency content, e.g., Figs. 4.12a/4.14e, for which a smaller Wj of 3 ⇥ 3 and
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more coefficient chunks can be used. The results of a 3 ⇥ 3 kernel with one chunk are
numerically on a par with the naive approach (Fig. 4.12), and two chunks are clearly
better. Furthermore, in our experience the visual quality is often better than the
PSNR values suggest, i.e., visually closer to the ground truth than the naive results,
even for small PSNR di↵erences. In practice, we use a 5 ⇥ 5 kernel Wj with one chunk,
or a 3 ⇥ 3 kernel with two chunks.
Classes of filters. The sparse pdf maps representation enables the efficient and
accurate evaluation of a wide variety of filters. Essentially, sparse pdf maps support
any filter that can be evaluated from local 1D pdfs, which includes many important
filters used for photo editing. However, filters that require more information cannot
be evaluated directly. Examples would be filters that require gradients, such as
anisotropic di↵usion, or filters that compare exact neighborhoods, such as non-local
means filtering. Extending sparse pdf maps to higher-dimensional pdfs could enable
these kinds of filters in the future.
Apart from these limitations, we think that the biggest current limitation of
our method are the pre-computation times required to compute the sparse pdf map
coefficients. We would like to explore di↵erent optimization strategies for better
performance in future work.

7.2.2

Sparse PDF Volumes

Pre-classification. Our fast classification method (Sec. 5.4.2) is limited to preclassified volume rendering. While our general approach (Sec. 5.4.1) in principle also
supports post-classification, the required spatial 3D convolution (Eq. 5.23) could pose
a performance bottleneck.
Shading. While we have not described volume shading in this work, gradients
for shading can be estimated via one of two ways, e.g., using central di↵erences:
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(1) Estimating gradients on the alpha channel of the classified RGBA voxels, i.e.,
estimating gradients after applying the transfer function [108]; or (2) Computing the
expected value of the volume intensity itself and estimating the gradient there.
Data properties. Our method may break down for data without spatial coherence,
e.g., random volumes. We are currently exploring additional strategies to adapt to
special cases in the data and allow a hybrid mixture of pdf representations in the
same data structure, which could then better adapt to data properties and user
requirements.
Other grid types and mixed-resolution rendering. While our main goal were
volume data on regular grids, our representation could be extended to other grid types.
The major requirements would be to define the voxel footprint in the multi-resolution
hierarchy, and to be able to gather samples in the corresponding neighborhood. In
addition to other regularly sampled grids, such as BCC grids, computing a sparse
pdf volume for irregular or adaptive grids, e.g., AMR data, could be particularly
interesting. We are also planning to explore the reduction of transition artifacts in
mixed-resolution volume rendering.

7.2.3

Patch Sets

We believe that our new patch-based exploration framework presents new possibilities in
the field of visual data exploration. For instance, we can incorporate more sophisticated
visualization and interaction techniques to explore and perform operations on image
collections via patch sets. We can also explore using the encoded features in the
p-lattice for other purposes such as detail-aware smoothing, denoising, and inpainting
that rely on having a reference database of patches grouped by similarity.
Visualization. Our current way of visualizing patches in the patch set explorer can
be extended in future work by employing specialized or existing approaches for image
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collections [75, 76]. In the future, the patch set explorer can also be improved by
sorting the cells according to other metrics, e.g., similarity, instead of according to the
number of patches per cell.
Choice of lattice. Finally, though the p-lattice is not necessarily the most optimal
sampling lattice in all dimensions, we chose to use it because it was shown to be a
good high-dimensional quantizer [105]. This can be further explored theoretically
and/or empirically.

7.3

Closing Remarks

The resolutions and amount of visual data that is being created, stored, and explored by
humans is ever increasing. This motivates the need for novel representations that would
enable us to navigate, inspect, process, and visualize this data given our limited display
resolutions, attention, time, and e↵ort — all these without sacrificing accuracy and
interactivity. To this end, we hope our sparse pdf and patch sets representations have
contributed to meeting this need. We hope that our representations and techniques
could be of help not only to scientific researchers in correctly analyzing and exploring
their data for deeper insights, but also to photography and image processing enthusiasts
in correctly applying powerful familiar image operations to gigapixel images, and in
exploring their interesting contents.
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A Derivations Involving Weighted
Gaussians
This appendix summarizes the most important basic computations involving weighted
Gaussians that are used in the main part of Chapter 5.

A.1

Convolution of weighted Gaussians

We define a weighted Gaussian as c G (x; µ), with G (x; µ) as defined by Eq. 5.16
(note that our G are not normalized). The convolution of two weighted Gaussians
results again in a weighted Gaussian:
cn G n (x; µn ) = (c0 G 0 (x; µ0 )) ⇤ (c1 G 1 (x; µ1 )) ,
with weights cn , standard deviations

n,

(A.1)

and positions µn , where:

µn = µ0 + µ1 ,
q
2
2
=
n
0 + 1,
p
2⇡ 0 1
cn =
c0 c1 .

(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)

n

We note that for two Gaussian pdfs (c0 =

p 1
2⇡

0

, c1 =

a Gaussian pdf, because then Eq. A.4 gives cn =

A.2

p 1
2⇡

p 1
2⇡
n

1

), Eq. A.1 results again in

.

Low-pass filtering g(x)

We compute the low-pass filtered g(x) from our definition of g(x) as a Gaussian mixture
(Eq. 5.18) via convolution with a Gaussian low-pass filter kernel w(x) := cw G w (x)
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with cw =

p 1
2⇡

w

so that

R

R

w(x) dx = 1:

(gw) (x) = cs

k 1
X

ci G

filt

(x; µi ),

(A.5)

i=0

which again is a Gaussian mixture, with
sampling factor of 2, we desire

filt

=

p

2

2
w

(cf. Eq. A.3). For a downp
:= 2 . Therefore, we use w := 3 . Convolution
filt

+

with this filter therefore scales each ci by a factor cs = 1/2 (cf. Eq. A.4). We therefore
get:
k 1

1X
(g ⇤ w) (x) =
ci G2 (x; µi ).
2 i=0

A.3

(A.6)

All inner products of g(x) as a convolution

Similarly, the convolution in Eq. 5.14 can be computed from our definition of g(x) as a
Gaussian mixture (Eq. 5.18) convolved with the dictionary Gaussian h(x) := ch G h (x)
with ch = pp1

⇡

h

so that kh(x)k2 = 1:
max(g ⇤ h)(x) = max cp
x

x

which again is a Gaussian mixture, with
the factor cp =

p

1
2⇡ 4

p

proj

h

k 1
X

ci G

proj

(x; µi ),

(A.7)

i=0

proj

=

p

(cf. Eq. A.4). If we use

2

h

+

2
h,

and each ci scaled by

:= , i.e., we project into a

dictionary of Gaussians of the same width as the mixture Gaussians in Eq. 5.18, we
p
get proj = 2 , and thus:
max(g ⇤ h)(x) = max
x

x

p

⇡

1
4

k 1
X
i=0

ci Gp2 (x; µi ).

(A.8)
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B

Patch Sets of Image Collections

Chapter 6 discussed details on using patch set representations of gigapixel images for
exploration. This appendix shows how patch sets of some example image collections
look like when explored in our patch set explorer. We also show the e↵ect of using
di↵erent

parameters for three feature descriptors namely the MPEG-7 color structure

descriptor (CSD), log-Euclidean region covariance, and a statistical feature composed
of the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation of RGB pixel values.

B.1

Exploring Patch Sets with Di↵erent

One of the strengths of our framework is that it can handle patch data coming from any
visual data source including image collections, video sequences, etc. In the following
experiments, we use a subset of the fabric, and foliage image collections in [109], shown
in Figs. B.1, and B.2 respectively. We only show the top bins in the patch set sorted
in descending number of patches, with the visual histogram on the left of each figure.
We observe that, in general, the feature descriptors that we use are able to capture
similarities in color and structure. In the foliage data set for example, despite the
images having mostly green color, the descriptors are still able to group the patches by
structure. We can also observe from the figures that the number of bins in the feature
histogram increases with smaller sigma - which is to be expected since it means we
have smaller bins in feature space. Intuitively, using small

is useful if the user is

looking for very similar patches using the IN and !IN operators, while a big
for finding salient regions using the THR (threshold) operator.

is useful
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Figure B.1: Subset of fabric dataset used in experiments.

Figure B.2: Subset of foliage dataset used in experiments.
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Figure B.3: Exploring fabric (top) and foliage (bottom) patch sets using the MPEG-7
color structure descriptor.

Figure B.4: Exploring fabric (top) and foliage (bottom) patch sets using the region
covariance descriptor.
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Figure B.5: Exploring fabric (top) and foliage (bottom) patch sets using the RGB
statistics descriptor.
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